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MILLION,
SIlVEN hundred
sixty-one thousand, two hundred seven dollars, Over a
•.•
million is givenvoluntarily in
some way, shape' or form, and about
$730,000 is granted otherwise. All will be
spent before the end of the academic year
on the facilitation, operation, promotion
and/ or general glorification of intercolle- ....
giate athletics at Boise State University, ,
By most standards, that's a pretty hefty
chunk of money, For instance,it could be \\\\
.:.:
for lack of less than that figure that all
three public.television stations in Idaho go lW
off the air, Subtract about twice as much :::','
as that from the combined budgets of all
fourstatefour-y~ar,higher institutions,as· a;
legislatille"committee' -has recently sug-"
\\\
.. gested; and all four cry disaster.""
'".
Well-gained,andwellcspent, one, 'point
seven six million could provide a lot of
good for a lot of people.Whetliersuch an
amount is wellespent on athletics is up to
the reader to decide; a legislativecommittee
however, has cast just as suspicious an eye
,on athletics as on public TV, welfare, and,
other supposedly "wasteful" activities, so
'the issue may be decided before the reader
rhas a chance to,
Still, that sum of money .deserves an
examination of where it COmesfrom" where
it goes, and why, Difficulties and apparent
inequities cannot be avoided in such a
study; However, giverr the legislature's
grace, the state of BSU's athletic
department is far from grim" from most
vantage points,
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'fora, long 'time'h,'ead foo,tb,
.all,
coach at BJC himself, mam;
tains that football pays for
:=:
itself, and for support of other sports
, besides. This is only a partial truth: while
'all money for actual operation of sports is :\\\.',
is in a single pool administered by the ....
....
Athletic Director, salaries for coaches are ....
outside of that pool. While it's possible
that the $150,000 difference' between"
football revenues' and, expenses could ,pay
for the salaries of the head coachand his
four assistants, the state of Idaho picks up
that tab. '
All salariesin the athletic department,
with,the exceptions of the Bronco Athletic .....
...
Association' executive director and' his ....
,office help,are;part
of Boise State's
~~~:
','
allotment from state 'taxes.' The total
alloted to the .department, which operates
,dir~tly, under the university president, is
i!!
$503;513. This, however,is notthe total of
;salaries of all athletic coaches.
:.:
Q:laches' oft~n serve as teachers' of
,'
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.• SALAD
··SANDWICHES
• lEEk
.
• WINE·
• SODA
.

__ il2Dlock SO.
. of University :
'onDro.Qdway
Mon-ThurlO:30am to 9 pm
Fri - Sat 10:30 am.to 10 pm
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Student Government Is Being
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A FILM BY A WOMAN, ABOUT
WOMEN AND FOR EVERYON~.
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Captain Jacques·Yves Cousteau
Chairman of the Board
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FOR U.S. DIVERS EQUIP .

.ANNOUNCING FOR
. Roger Corman p..... ts "LUMIERE"
SlImng
..
,.
Jeanne Moreau. Francine Racette- Lucia Bose
Caroline Cartier and Keith !Atrradine
!ji1_ wnuen and dlmlrd by Jeanne Moreau
~_lnColor
' A New World Picture

Thursday
,

..'

7:00 pm

,

Friday

Sunday .. 1:30 & 6:00

7:30
pm
.

SPRING BREAK
PUGET SOUND DIVING'
TRIP'
FOR CERTIFIED DIVERS
LEAVINGMARCH21
'
RETURNING SAT. MARCH.28
....
_ ....
MEETh'lG TUESDAY 3/17/81
7:30pm
ASK FOR US·
SEE US FOR DETAILS
ATBSC
ADVANCED DIVER TRAINING
ARG~ERY
.
!N..f\PlUI ..•...'
208 -E 37th SlSpace 9
. BOISE '343-4470· ..HOURS:
~ MON-SAI- 'l..fl pm.
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llIE THIRD PAGE
IDAHOPOBLIC·TVLOSEsFlJNDING
LAURIE JOHNSTON
Though it appears that Boise audiences
will have the continued pleasure of public
television, the future of public TV in
Moscow and Pocatello is shaky due to the
Legislature's surprise withdrawal of all
funding to public television.
The 1.1 million dollar request by the
State Board of Education for the operation
of the three public television stations next
year was not just pared as has been the fate
of most budgets, but completely scrapped.
State Board President Janet Hay said there
is the possibility of somesort of financial
reprieve, but warned that the chance is
slim.
Jack Schlafley, manager of Boise's
KAlD TV, said that in the event no state
monies become available, "the community
will make every attempt to keep us
operating." KAlD is the nation's most
popular public television station based on
the percent of population that tunes in to
public TV. With the kind of support that
KAlD receives, Schlafly said it is likely that
the public will pick up the funding of the
station through a public corporation.
Though the going will be rough initially,
there are those that say the long run result
will actually be a better situation for public
television.

According to Arthur Hook, manager of
KAID-TV in Moscow, the station "will be
out of business as of the end of May" if
something doesn't happen before then."
Hook cited the relatively small population in the Moscow area which benefits by
public television but isnot financially able
to sustain it. "Commercilil television can't
serve small communities the way we do."
In addition, eight broadcasting majors at
the University of Idaho depend on KAlD
for their educational training. There are
misconceptions concerning the way state
monies for educational TV are spent, Hook
said. Sesame Street is not purchased with
state dollars, but with money contributed
by viewers through membership drives and
donations, he said.
From Pocatel1o's
public television
station, KGBL-TV, manager Herb Everitt
is "Cautiously optimistic that we can get
some assistance." Supporting in principle
the Boise plan, Everitt said that KGBL will
parallel the public corporation structure
closely. Though Everitt said that they may
have to cut the section of their staff related
to local programming, they should be able
to stay on the air with the public's support.
Everitt did note that the effect of the
transition would be much smoother had the
legislature elected to phase out public TV
funding over a two or three year period.

Throug~ Marc~22, KA~D-TV will be c~nducting its Festival '81 in an effort to raise ~
funds for Its public, educatIOnal programmmg.
With government funding cuts imminent
the papillar station needs community support more than ever.
Dick SeI:Y

FEES HEARING SCHEDULED
Facing another year of severe financial
limitations, the State Board of Education
met atBSU on March 5 and 6 to consider
items of concern at Idaho's public schools.
'of particular interest to college 'students
in the state was Friday's scheduling of
public hearings to discuss the possibility of
increasing student fees at Idaho's four
institutions of higher learning begining next
academic year.
.Testimony will be heard April 9 and 10 at
the University
of Idaho in Moscow
regarding the proposed restructuring of
permanent part of the fee structure. Larger
increases could push BSU's generalstudent
fee as high as $439 per semester. -.
.
$50 increments, will be considered fpr all
full-time students. Boosts of up to $20 and
$50 per credit hour per semester for
part-time resident and non-resident students, respectively, are also proposed.
An increase of $50 per semester would
make this Spring's temporary fee increase a .

LAURIE JOHNSTON

Out-of-state graduate students attending
Idaho schools are paying for a lower
percentage' of instructional
costs than
required anywhere else in the country.
According to freshman Senator Terry
Sverdston (R--cataldo) these students are
.charged only 30 percent of the total bill. In
light of the seemingly inevitable deficit in
the education budget, Senator Sverdston
of the legisiative Health, Education and
Welfare Committeehas initiated a proposal
that would render out-of-state graduate
students liable for 100 percent of the costs
incurred for their schooling. This proposal
has now been forwarded to the more
powerful Joint Finance and Appropriations
Committee for their approval.'
The
problem is not that the legislators are trying
to victimize education, Severdston said, but
that there simply is not enough money. A.
fact that no one seems to want to publicize,
according to Sverdston, is that at last
notice, "Idaho has the highest percent of
total budget spent on education. Seventy~hree percent of the. General Fund budget
IS allotted to education,
14 percent goes to
Health & Welfare, which' leaves only 13
percent to be spread over everything else."
He said that one way to increase general·
and then he arranges the administration
revenues into the state would be to broaden
benefiting from."
around that," Lund said.
the industrial base. by offering incentives
He defended the work; the Senate (of
"We. keep on pumping money into
for businesses to come into Idaho. Idaho is
which he is a member) has done and said something that's not working, but it's
currently the lowest in incentives offered in
student government can effectively repretradition ... If· it's not working, it's not
the country,Sverdston
added.
The big
sent its constituency.
. working .. Let's try something else," he
news-last week was the tabling of the Right
"1 think that the student government
to Work bill by the Republican-dominated
added.
'
does do a great deal. 1 know that I've done
As an example,Lund noted that KBSUis
Senate.·
a great deal in the amount of time I've . musically and administratively
better
The move "{as unexpected but ultimately
devoted to it," Mead said.
..
organized than the SPB to sponsor and
a time-Saver for the legislature, with a
One of Mead's opponents, Tony Lund,
promote musical. events. He said KBSU's
gubernatorial veto almost a certainty.
said a key area for improvement of BSU's
arrangement with the Bouquet bar is such
Tabling effectively removes the bill from
money situation is better management of
that student government
could make
any further action, at least for this year.
student funds. Lund said he "can relate" , .money from concerts given by small
A bill .empowering the Department of
to the kind of frustration students express . unknown groups hungering for exposure.
Health & Welfare to act as an employment
when they. think their money is -being
In the. past, he said, "the mind set has
agency for Aid to Dependent Children
wasted.
been.. well, as long as we don't lose it
recipients.sailed through the Senate Friday.
"1 feel in essence some of the same
(money). 'Veil, 1don't want to have that
The"workfare"
bill, sponsored by Senator
frustration that they feel, but 1 think that
any more; I'd like to make money, "Lund
Leon Swenson (R--Nampa) would give
.there's hope.
If 1 didn't think that 1.
added.
legislative backing to H & W coordinator,
wouldn't be running," 'he said:
"I went down to UC-Davis and they have
whistle-blowing Thea .Murdock, in atLund referred to an element of Mead's
21,000 students and they. were. getting' a
tempting to find job experience for mothers
platform which calls for' the raising -of
little over $400,000 from their student body
of school aged children who are physically
revenue through the Student Programs
and they have a spending bridget of $2.3
'able to work. _ .
Board.
.
;
million.
'
Though the federal government forbids
"When I see they come out with a poster
"And the reason they do it is because
the requiring of work as a condition of
the day oftheseries,
1 think that's just
they invested wisely in student services," he
welfare payments,' the okay of the Idahc
, piss-poor management. We're going to be
concluded.
legislature' would give support to the
making money out or that?" Lund asked.
Write-in presidential candidate . Darrell
program. A similar "workfare" program
. "1 think we have to.gowhere our strengths
Hammon said he' is running because the
has met with very positive results in Utah,
are. A good a,dm!nishiltor knows where his
til1ue4 to page 5
according to Murdock.
strengths are arid where his weaknesses are,

permanent part of the fee structure. Larger
increases could push BSU's general student
fee as high as $439 per semester.
Revenues from the fee increases for
full-time resident students would be used
for "general institutional maintenance,"
according
to the board's
proposed
restructuring plan, and would not be used
for. direct costs of' instruction. The plan
altows for revenues accrued from other
increases to be used for any normal budget
expenditure.
Friday's action to. refer the matter 'to
public hearings met with no debate and
little discussion. Newly elected ISU Student'
Body President Jim Goes urged the board"
not to take the matter of fee increase lightly
and expressed hope that the issue could be
debated on the campuses of all four state
institutions.
State Board of Education Chairperson
Janet Hay said she thinks an increase is
inevitable. l;lut, she said, "I certainly hope

it would be at a towerlevel,"
BSU Student Body President
Sally
Thomas said site, would be on hand at the
Moscow hearings. to plead the case of
Idaho's student population. She said she
plans to organize campus hearings prior to
the April meeting to get feedback from
local students on the message they want
taken to the State Board.
Thomas said individuals are encouraged
to submit written testimony to the board
and to attend in person if possible. "I'll fill
up my car with anyone who wants to go,"
she added.
•
Persons interested in testifying before the
board in person are requires to submit
written letters of intent to the state board
,
office in Boise at least five days prior to the
date of the hearings. Written testimony will
also be accepted by the board. The address
J
is: State Board of Education, Len. B.
..
Jordan Office Building, Room 307, 6~0 VI.
';
; State St., Boise, 83720.

.CANDIDATES DISCUSS ISSUES
ASB presidential candidate Mike Mead
says that if elected student body·president,
he will act "as a focal point" and "voice"
for students at Boise State University.
Mead said his' primary area of concern in
this election is the wise direction and use of
student fees.
"My position has been that the area we
have the 11I10stcontrol over, as a student
body president,
is representation
. of
students, "Mead said. He said because
students don't have much direct control
over financial considerations;
they can
make' their feelings known to the people
who do have control-the State Board and
the Legislature--through discussion.
Mead said there was no way to "get
around (fee increases), whether we want
them or not," so students and their
representatives
must concentrate
their
efforts on seeing that we get assurances as
to how that money will be spent, that there
will be some kind of constraints, some kind
of limit put on to it. .. that we get something
for the money spent."
.'
Mead said' students
should
seek
assurances that any fee increases which do
occur result in higher quality education and
availability of classes, to . see that the
increases are "not justbenig
a charge
added onto stud.!!Jlts· that they're not
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lifestyles, and even its interpretatio~ of
what one means by "free' enterp.ns.e.'·
Hopefully you recognized these dIstinctions, and were therefore thin~ing of
others when you made reference m your
column to the "cQDservative" economists
which have appeared in your paper.

NOT,FICTION

"The only gnu that's fit to print. "

Don Barclay--Editor
Business and Advertising
Brad Martin--Manager
Cathy Clarkson--Office Manager
Shelly Moore--Receptionist
David Musko--BookkeeperNews
Marianne Flagg--News Editor
Meg Fereday--Associate
Laurie Johnston--Associate
- Sports
Bud Humphrey--Editor
Entertainment
Chris Eynon--Editor
Photos
Dick Selby--Chief
Greg Jahn--Lab Technician
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COpy Layout
Connie Rosco--Chief
Lindsey LaFon
Laura Hibbs
Shelly Moore
Thomasene McCleary
Steve Siegel

In your February 25th publication a
political cartoon depicted. the .1daho
.. legislature as a grinning gool delighting in
imposing a $200 fee on the poor
down-trodden Idaho student.
This is anabsurd representation of the.
Idaho legislature, -which is composed of
responsible men. and. women .who .are'
trying to make a tight state budget stretch
to cover ALL OF ITS COMMITMENTS
to the people of Idaho. One. of these
commitments is to public education;
which under the current proposals would
receive approxinJately a3 million dollar
budget increase over last year;
If the State Board of Education cannot
live with a 3 million dollar increase they
have the option of raising student fees, the
legislature does not. Perhaps if Idaho
students really want to stop the $200 fee
they should urge the board of education to
operate within their budget and stop
the building of empires which has gone on
in state agencys for so many years.
.As for Sally Thomas I recommend she
does her homework. It is better to remain
silent and be thought a fool than to speak
out and remove all doubt.
The property tax laws were taken out of
the legislature's hands when theI percent,
initiative was passed bv the people.
Furthermore the only exemption to the
sales tax laws are for the equipment needs
of farmers who are the mainstay of the
Idaho economy and tax base. Many
farmers' are at best just making ends meet
as it stands now. Raising their taxes could
have catastrophic results on the Idaho
economy and tax base;
Let's try and stick to the facts. shouting
useless rhetoric will only serve to obscure
where the real problems lie.
Sincerely
Craig Van Engelen

Ad Layout
Andrea Wilson--Chief
TereasaGuy
Graphics
Andrea Wilson--Chief
Creative Consultant
Brad Martin
Technical Consultant
Bud Humphrey

The University News is published weekly
by the students
of Boise
State.
Contributions and advertising are solicited; the editors reserve all rights.' Offices
are located on the 2nd floor of the SUB.
Hours 8:30 to 5:00 Monday through
Friday, 385-1464
NEWSSTANDS
i70nCampus
Albertson's: Franklin Glenwood
Broadway Washington
Anthony's: Cole
Buttrey's: Main
Cobby's
, Co-op
D' Alessandrcfs
Desmond and Mollie's
Koffee Klatch
M&W Market:. Collister
Main Post Office
Music Works
Record Exchange
Safeway: Vista
Smith's Food King:
Broadway State

Get a full year of The University News
for $3, delivered to your door by' an agent
f the U.S. government to boot. Allow
hat agent two days to a week to deliver
he News.191O University Dr. Boise !D,
83725
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SALLY' SAYS' ,

At laSt Friday's Board meeting. the
As - a fellow editor of a student
proposed housing increase. was approved
publication. I have an inherent interest in
for next year. Dorm residents will pay
the protection of a free press. The current
anywhere from 13C1Jo to 18C1Jo more for room
"square off." as the Idaho
Statesman
and board beginning next fall.
aptly called it. between the BSU· Student
Boise State won a major victory when the
Senate and The University News directly
Board agreed, for the first time ever, that
relates to this "free press" essential.'
an inequity of funding between the 4 higher
My reaction to the controv:r~y 'is
'education institutions exists. The Board
-targeted at three issues: (1) the validity of
further agreed to allocate the lOC1Jo it earlier
ASB's claims; (2) the implications of
held back out of the student fee increase
content
negotJatlOn~;
and. (3) the
(this semester's $50) between only U of I
strucure and authority
of th~ ~SU and BSU. giving us about 46C1Jo of the
Student Senate and the BSU Pubhc~tlons.--amount..
And, (big AND here) the Board
Advisory Committee.
..'
initiated action which would wipe out the
First, I will address the ~ahdl~~ of
inequitable funding over the next three year
Senator Debbi Brooks alle~atlon,
St~period. This means BSU will get an
dent news needs to be a bigger part ... m
increasingly fair share of the appropriated
the student newspaper.':
dollars in relation to enrollment and to
As No:thwest
~azare~e
~ollege's
programs offered.
student editor, I re~eJVepubhcatl?ns fr?m
It is popular to blame the administration
'approximatfly
thirty schools--I~cludmg
for every real and imagined evil that exists
T~e l.(niversi!~ News. I appreciate th.e
on campus. It is appropriate. ~n the m,atter
editorial decisions the posttton nec.esslof equitable funding, to praise President
tates: the editor must attempt to provide a
John Keiser.
Had he not worked
cross-section of .nati~nal. sch,0ol. feature,
continuously over the past many months,
and opinlonarticlesin
each Issue. Upon
BSU would not have won such favorable
revie~}ng The Un~versity ~e,V;s' ~ontent
treatment from the. Board. In the spirit of
on a per column inch baSIS, I fl~d the
fairness. each university member who has
paper to b,e an exc~llent r:pr~sentatlon of
"had at Keiser" for one reason or another
pertinent Issues--wlth a significant .focus
over the last three years ought to express
on school news.
thanks for this job well done.
Secondly, t~e pros~ect. of content
Now to the proposed fee increase. The
~egotJ~tI,ons IS constItutIOnally
and
approved motion for the hearing spoke of
Journalistically repugnant. !hat a s~ud~nt
proposed fee increases in $50 increments
gov~~ment would seek to dl~tate editorial
for full-time
resident
students
with
pol.lcles to ~n, energetic
press
IS
accompanying
relative
increments
for
IUdlcr~us--and indicative of immature and
part-time and out-of-state
students. A
defenSIve studen~ l.eaders..
second motion limited testinJony in this
In your "Opinion" article of March 4,
If c.ontent. decI~lons .are not unde; the
manner:
1981 in which you yerbally joust with the
dom~m of the edl~or hlm~elf, wh~t IS the
Any person wishing to. testify must file
Students for Newspaper ObjeCtiveness
functIOn of the edItor? I m .surpnsed the
written testimony stating their position and
reference is made to the proposition that.
Student Senate stopped WIth, the twoarguments at least five days prior to the
you " ... have invited conservative eco-,
pages:of-student-news
sugge~tlOn. ":hy
April Board meeting. Oral testimony will
nomics professors to write in the paper."
not . Issue a mand~te WIth speCIfic
be heard but will be limited to 5 minutes per
Well I immediately went to pieces and
req?lrements .concernm~ the numbe~ of
person.
experienced an overwhelming sense of
n~tlOn~ stones, the helghth and WI~th
The April Board meeting will be in Moscow
paranoia. For as you are well aware I was
dImenSIons of p~otos, and the p~eclse
on April 9 and 10. Written testinJony, then,
asked to do a piece for the paper earlier in
number of advertisements to be published
must be in the Board office by April 3 (the
the year, and I therefore. rightly or
week~y.
.,
4th is Saturday),
wrongly, assumed that I was one of your
:'fhrrd~y,and
o~ paramount
SlgmfiWe have a chance to at least limit
"conservative"
economists!
We libercanc~, IS the antIquated
structure of
this ,proposed increase if we present
tarians have a lot of trouble along those
BSU 's studen~ governm~nt. Though N~C
dl
tit
of mature quality
lines. That is of course why I wrote the
has a reputatIOn of bemg "conservative
a ~oo y. qu~
y .'
.
article for the Arbiter'last
fall in which I _ and is lated "NNC can certainly boast a
testImony m ~ntmg.or m person. It ISup to
tried to sort out the distinction between
more 0 Iiber~l
progressive
and conyou to contnbute If we are to have. the
"liberal."
"conservative"
and "libertemporary st~dent govern~ent/publicaquantity; _ ASBSy officers wi~ cert3.1nly
tarian."
'
tions structure than B.S.U.
speak.on .students behalf b~t WIll bea~O~~
It is not unimportant,
as the new
NNC's Administration. Student Senate,
effective If w~ have ot~er vOlce~ to b·u ed
conservative administration
has under-'
Publication Board and Crusader (studentup. The quality of testimony will be J dg .
taken, a broadly based program which,
newspaper)
una'nimouslY
opted for
fro~ the Board's perspecti~e. And here are
finds very little sympathy
among
constitutionally-guaranteed
separation betwo Ideas on that perspective as related to
libertarians. For example the current El
tween student government and student
me by Board members,
Salvadoradveriture.
sponsored by conpublications. The resulting autonomous
,i J) an uns~pported
argument
the~~
servative hawks, represents a despicable
ASNNC Publications Board which elects
students can t afford to pay anymor
intervention in the internal affairs of
student editors and allocates 'the budget to
won't cut it.The Board has heard it before
another people--an act which _is totally
the newspaper and the year book oversees
and has watched ·fees rise and enrollmen~s
unjustified from the libertarian point of
t~e publication of the newspape'r. -There
increase. But spe~ific d.etails to .b_~~t~P ~~~
view. Libertarians are likewise unalterfore student government cannot· pec _ argument mak.e It entIrely legltl . .
·,..·
u
d t~;1
b f m" er o'n'al expenence or
a bl yappose d to so-c all ed mora I maJontles
niarily penalize the newspaper
for
e ....s c~ e ro p s, .
.
(or minorities) imposing their views of
publishing (or not publishing) articles or
from.st.udles of costs vs ..enrollments,
,
appropriate lifestyles on the-rest of us; a
critiques
. 2) It IS not enough to Just say"we don t
position clearly at odds with the dominant
The ':I'm taking my ball and goin
want to pa~mo:e," th~ ~oard is well aware
viewpoint in the conservative movement
home'" mentality
of BSU's studen~
of that. notIon, Just as It.ISaw.are of t:e ~e~
in the United State~.
_
senators is certainly of suspect
finanCIal problems facmg hIgher e ..
Of even greater concern, ironicallY, is
.
the Board what you propose as alternatives
the new conservative adminijtration's
Steve Arnold
to fee increases: program cuts. limited
rhetoric regarding free enterprise and
..:C_ru..:s::.a:.:d::.er:....:.~e:.:d::.:it::.:o:..r
_ enrollment. closing schools, etc.· A note of
reducing the scope of goverament in our
A
caution: .the· only revenue source und.er
"lives, while simultaneously raising federal
Board' ,control
is student fees; whIle
taxes more than '$50 billion in the next
increased state funding may be the best
fixcal year, offering Chrysler and New
If the ASB Senate wants coverage then
solution to the problem, that idea should be
York bail-out
money, expanding the
perhaps they should do something worth
taken up with the legislature, not the
military-industrial' complex, and finally
reporting. To claim they do anything that
Board,
.
(in good fascist tradition) pu~hing for a
is fit to print every week is absurd.
.' An information sheet is being developed
"partnership"
between big government,
In the past. an Arbiter
reiJoiter covered 'through the ASBSU President's office and
big business and big labor, to "reindusSenat~ meetings but the whole mundane
will be . available about. March 12 to
trialiZe" America. This is certainly nota
session usually made even the most avid
students who wish more information on
libertarian program and therefore not
reader doze off. If the Senate constituents
how to submit testinJony. Also. I hope to
something that.1 personally support--it is·
are comp\aining
about . a lack of
develop a core of informed student leaders
surely a conservative one however. Unrepresentation because they do not read
to provide help where needed. .
fortunately,whenit
fails, as it must. it will
about Senate meetings. then perhapsthose
Right now, April 9 seems a long way off.
be said that a voluntary exchange. private
constituents should take some tinJeto visit We have a week's break between ·now and
property, market economy was tried and
the Senate chambers when the Senatefs in
then and mid-semester exams and spring

SEN nITE GRIPE,

SUBSCRIPTIONS

.

FREE

PRESS

LIBERAL VIEW

\,

i

Respectfully,
Donald B. Billings

are not in print. Tough luckl Those
Senators
should' realize they have
absolutely no power; being inexistence as
a "student government" is simply at the
discretion of the University president. He
can eliminate the entire program at the
stroke of.a pen.
Sincerely.
ChetHawker

Zip

i1

tnede-d.
at But
all l it of
J".

course wilfnot have been
In. summary, libertarians find much
fault with the conservative administraupn's
foreign policy, its views on

Bronco Hut.
session
instead of tlle game' room or
The illustrious Senators who are most
vocal over this is.sue appear to be
somewhat dismayed beca.use Jlieir names.

Don't put offihe.
fever.and....
YOUf.voice heard.

opportumi1
,...

to h"::V¥

Sally Thomas
ASBSU',.-President
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DAY WARNS AGAINST NUKES

CANDIDATES

«Continued front page 3 .
schoolneeds a fiscal "shot in the arm."
He said his platform is based on a
voluntary fee system in conjunction with a
photo activity student identification card ..
Hammon said the new card will have
circles or dots, each designating a particular
activity we pay for out of our' student
government budget:
"With each one of
those designated spots will be a.place where
each semester when you pay your fees you
will receive in the mail with your return
receipt, coded stickers for those areas

ii'

c

which you have purchased,"
Hammon
said.
"It will eliminate a lot of hassles, "he
added. "What we'd like ·to propose as an
alternative to the program we are having
now is giving the student the option to
designate which of those areas they would
like to pay for."
Hammon said "can't is a false doctrine"
and that his proposition can work. He said
he attended an easterri Idaho school where
athletic passes were voluntary and those
students who wanted passes paid for them.

-

Mm.

"Right now (at BSU) you're forced to pay
for those fees whether or not you- want to,
he added.
.
Hammon suggested that one way to
increase student government effectiveness
iQ dealing with the Legislature would be to
pay a full-time lobbyist to advocate student
causes. He said student lobbyists now are
still students
and are limited
and
encumbered by the same school duties that
all students are. A full-time lobbyist would
in the past, he said.
'

VIEWS' DIFFER
JOHN REESE
Conflict between student government
and student publications is certainly not
new. At BSU, it's back again.
The controversy which now exists has
roots in grievances voiced by ASBSU
Senate members during the previous
semester. The Senate contends that the
University News is not accurately representing students and student activities. The
University News contends that it does
represent students and student activities.
At this point, the whole issue becomes
emotional, . and as tempers flare the
complexity increases daily.
Originally, the Senate asked for more
coverage of Senate meetings so students
would be more aware of the decisions that
effect them.
.
'Starting the Spring semester 0[,1981, a
reporter from the University News was
assigned to cover the ASBSU Senate
meetings. The reporter's first request of the
Senate after attending their Feb. 24 meeting
was to compile an information sheet which
would consist of each senator's own input
as to what were the most important issues
concerning BSU students.
At the following meeting on March 3,
Senate Resolution #7, submitted by Sen.
Dave Hambright and Sen. Mike Mead, was
not passed due to language whichBSU
Student Body President Sally Thomas said
seemed to 'be
in conflict with the
constitution. An example of this language
was the request, "that the term 'Boise's
Alternative Paper' be struck." Other parts
of Senate Resolution #7 named specific
changes, ie, a weekly events calendar, one
full gage dedicated to ASBSU information.
It also stated that "the rest of the paper be
used as the paper desires."
The resolution which did pass is called
"alternate Senate Resolution #7," a version
of the original that states ASBSU cannot
"in good conscience" re-fund a school
newspaper without re-negotiating a new
contract on content.
«Continued to page 10
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'REPLAY PINBALL VILLAGE
GAMEI\OOM
open i i :,00 t~ i 1.:00
Next to ,the Vista Theater
Watch for Spring. Dreak Special
Latest Video Old Favorites Classic Pins
770 Vista, 343-8939
i
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weapons, production necessary to make information the average curious, intelligent
9,500 bombs and the warheads for the MX person could not find for himself in any
missile system, the neutrom bomb, arid physics book or library. The people have a
other weaponry.
right to know about an issue as serious and
Day stressed (as does the pamphlet) the potentially deadly as the production of
significance
of, the Idaho
National
nuclear energy and weaponry, Day said,
Engineering Laboratory to the production
and no government should be allowed to
process.
.
exercise control on a free press.
"The iNEL has two primary purposes,"
."There should be no press restraints in
Day said. "One, it does research on times of peace,"
he said.
"None
different kinds of reactors, particularly
whatever."
experimental breeder reactors. And second,
Day said, he hopes increased public
it serves the needs of the Navy nuclear awareness about the unnecessary hazards
propulsion submarines,"
he said. The, of nuclear fission will ultimately lead to the
INEL recovers plutonium and uranium and, suspension of nuclear production in the
dilutes it to reduce its radioactivity level riation and, the world. He cited the
before flushing it into the Snake River Hindenberg experience and its effects on
Plain Aquifer. "The INEL isa dumping
the zeppelin industry in the United States.
ground for nuclear wastes," Day said.
"When the Hindenberg
exploded,
He accused the United States government
zeppelins stopped being made and flown
and the Department of Energy in particular
because that was the final psychological
for conducting
their nuclear business blow tothe industry," Day said. "People
behind a veil of secrecy.
'n,alized
their technology was not yet ready
."They(thegovernment)
have been .using to cope with. the dangers of Helium and
secrecy to discourage the press and the Hydrogen."
'
public. Secrecy is a fraud. There was no
Crop production, solar energy, hydrosecrecy in the production of hydrogen
electric power and a number of other
bombs," Day said.'
energy alternatives can eventually replace
Day and his former staff at The nuclear fission, he said, adding that if the
Progressive last year undertook what was dangers don't discourage the public from
seen by the government as the ultimate
supporting nuclear power, the exorbitant
breach of national secrecy when they costs will.
.
published, in detailed schematics, a story
"It just costs too much money to build
which described how a hydrogen bomb is those plants, Day emphasized.
"And
made. The government took the magazine
fusion is not the answer either. A fission
to court but failed to prevent the story from plant now costs around $2 billion, but one
being published and distributed.
fusion plant will cost $10-12 billion. We
maintains that the magazine published no just can't afford that," Day concluded.

MARIANNE FLAGG
Calling Idaho's
INEL a "garbage
dump" for' nuclear wastes, the former
managing editor of The Progressive
magazine, said Monday that the future
success of America's energy production
rests not with nuclear fission but with solar
technology and other diversified decentralized methods of energy production.
,Sam Day, a former Boisean, is a
representative of the Nuclear Weapons
Facilities Project, a national organization
sponsored by the American Friends Service
Committee. Day said the project's purpose
is to heighten public awareness of the
dangers of nuclear technology:
He said the increasing reliance by the
United States upon nuclear fission for both
commercial and military purposes exposes
the citizenry to dangers they have not been
fully informed ~of.
"What I'm trying to do is to continue to
demystify nuclear energy," he' said. "The
(nuclear) industry has tried to justify not
talking (about nuclear energy) by saying
'nobody is' smart enough to know what's
going on.' "
He said the U.S. currently has 30,000
hydrogen
bombs
and cited
NWFP
literature which warns against the hazards
of a 19805 cold-war build-up of nuclear
arsenals. The pamphlet, titled "More
Plutonium? Don't let them poison America
in the name of 'national security' ," claims
that the department of Energy wants to
spend nearly $25 billion over the next five
years for the expanded U.S. nuclear'
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will be seeking an. editor for
THE UNIVERSITY::t~EWS'to serve
during the, 1981..1982 academic. year,

.Every Tuesday
&·Thur~day
Night

Applicants must be full..time Boise State
University students with' practical
.,experience in journalism

or publishing.

. Interested persons should
·contacf Dr. James Maguire
of the Publications
.Advisorv ·Board ..
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SPRING AND ALL
OONBARCLAY

A PRINCELY

FLIMFLAM

.

. Spring is really a shitty time of year to be a student. You're stuck inside studying, term ARTHUR HOPPE
papers are coming due, you're so far behind that even if you did school work every day of
"Look, Daddy, I'm e~gaged!" cried my daughter. Malphasia, flashing an obviously
the Spring break (which you won't) you still wouldn't catch up. It's an old story. To make
diamond-and-sapphire ring the size of an ostr~~h eg~.
."
it worse, you don't just have to suffer in silence. That's too easy. Instead, every T.V. phony
"Not to that zither player with the new wave band, I said, frowning.
You know how
newsman and every newspaper type who ever breathed air has to do some "Welcome
your
mother
and
I
feel
about
that
weirdo.",
..'
.'
Spring" editorial to rub in jsut how nice the weather is or just how much fun everyone is
"You mean Fingers Shadrow? Oh, I haven t seen Fingers m months. No, my new
having spending the weekend outside while you, like some demented troll, limp around the
fiance's name is Charles and you'll love him, Daddy. He's a real prince."
library looking for a book that isn't there;
Therefore, in the interest of our student readers, The News has decided that no "Hooray
For Spring" editorial will infest our pages now or in the weeks to come. You can look
"That's nice," I said, somewhat mollified to hear Fingers was out of the picture. "And
forward to war, pestilance, death, and the impending destruction of civilization in this paper
what's:thisCharlie
fellow do?"
but there will be no birds singing in the trees, no mild sunshine on the budding plant life, no
. "Do? Oh, he's into shooting and horses and things.".
.
naked frisbee' in the park. So much depends on the white term paper, beside the red
"He's retired? And this dirty old man wants to marry a sweet young 19-year-old thing
chickens.
like you?"
"Daddy! He's only 32."
"Well that's almost old· enough to be your father. To think a daughter of mine would
marry a~ unemployed crap-shcotina horse player."
"He doesn't play the horses, Daddy. He rides them. As a matter of fact, he's very good
I DON1T KNOW

•

•

•

HOW

To BREAK THISTo '(OU,,..
l3ONZO' YoUR OL.D ~~~,
FRI£,ND RONNIE.

CANCELED

\.

at polo."
"That pays well?"
"No, but he lives with his family."
"At 32, he still lives with his family? Are you sure he isn't. .. Never mind. Just tell me
how this unemployed bum expects you to support him and his polo ponies on your salary as
a kindergarten teacher."
'.
.
"Actually, he wants me to quit my job. He says being married to him and raising his
children will be a full-time career."
"Make that: this unemployed male chauvinist bum."
"And, anyway, we'll be living with his family ... "
"Wait a minute, what's this family of his do?"
"Do? Well, they get a, monthly allotment from the government and ... '"
"The whole family's on welfare? And he wants you to quit work and go on welfare with
him? My daughter, the welfare mother!"
"But, Daddy, he says that someday we'll have a palace of our own and he'll treat me like
a queen."
.
"That's what all idle dreamers say. And meanwhile, he'll be out playing polo with the
boys. I've heard of welfare cheats before, but playing polo on welfare takes the cake."
"I don't care, Daddy. He has great prospects. Someday he'll take over the entire family

~lf>\

You R "'0'; '" .

§TUDENT LOAN!

operation. "
"Great! Then you'll be married to the king of the welfare cheats. Oh, the shame of it all!
Malphasia, I absolutely forbid you to ... "

•

•

•

But you know these headstrong girls. Now she's run off to some place'calledClarence
House where Charlie's Fagin-like grandmother will instruct her in the family's fraudulent
ways:
Oh, why couldn't she have chosen Fingers Shadrow instead? A new wave zither player
may not be the eat's pajamas, but I know I speak for every decent parent everywhere when I
pray that my daughter will marry a man who has at least found honest work.
(Copyright Chronicle Publishing' Co. 1981)
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of Student Services
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SUPER BURRITO
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Bean

Beefy·

51.39

$1.89

combination
51.69

Including: Sour Cream.onlons.
, ripe black olives, tomatoes. 'lettuce.
cheese and sauce.
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, 2 con~lent tocatJ6ns to serve you:

The Outlook-National and International EcoKY~ will present a repeat of the nomic Policy on Tuesdays at 8
Boise Philharmonic November p.m, and Fridays at 9 a.m. This
Concert March 15 at 11a.m. On program deals Wltn economic

April 1 at 9:30 a.m. KYME will
air 'the January Boise Philhar-

monic Concert.

KBSU

airs

issues ranging from Reagonomics
and regulation to International
Third World Economic policy.

Whiskey River Saloon March 14.
Tickets are $7 at the door, or $6 in
advance.Tickets can be purchased
at Whiskey River Saloon, Idaho
Statesman, KIDO Radio, KBOI
Radio, Advertiser and TV Week,
KIVI-TV,
Budget Tapes and
Records, and Nickelodeon.

The BSU Music Department is
sponsoring a dance March 13
from 8 p.m.-midnight in the SUB
Ballroom. "Big Band" music will
be performed by the BSU Jazz
Band, under the direction 'of Mike
Samba!. Admission is $3 per
person or $1.50 per couple, with

toC
.sedO
US.DeSS ",

p.m. April 10 and 11 at the,
Crystal Ballroom in the Hoff
Building Information 376-0364.

~e· .

Neil Simon's 'Chapter Two will
be performed March 19-20 and
26-29 at 300 Main Street.
Admission for Thursday, Friday,
and Saturday dinner and show per
formances is $14.50. Admission
for Sunday show performances is
$5.15.

TOWN
Joe Cannon and The Kip
Attaway Band will perform at

. . . .. . . . .

KSPBairs a ChristianRock Show
from 1 - Sp.m. on Saturdays.

On~
The Boise Gallery of Art will be
presenting
an exhibition
of
photographic
works by Irving
Penn through April S, Penn is one
of the great magazine photographers and for more than 30
years, his works appeared in the
advertising pages of Vogue and
many other magazines.
'

, 1323 Broadway ~Ye.
. 2870 W. State Sl

KUUZ airs New Trax, a preview
of the newest albums, on Sundays
from 8-9 pm. On Sunday from
9-10 pm KUUZ will present an
hour of Queen.

proceeds going to the music
department scholarship fund.
Tryouts for The Time of Your
Life, directed by John Eliott, will
be held at 7 p.m, March 27-28 in
the Boise Little Theater Green
Room. The play will open May
15.
-

Candida will be performed at
8: 15 p.rn. through March 14 in the
BSU Subal Theatre.
Ticket
reservations may be made by
calling the theater box office at
385-1462. General admission is
$3.50. Senior citizens, students,
and BSU personnel
will be
admitted for $1.50.

Jesus Christ Superstar, the rock
opera, will be' performed April
22-25 at Boise High School.
Tickets are on sale at the Boise
Allied Arts Council.

The Montana
. Repertory
Theatre will present Arms and the
Man at 8 p.m, March II. At
8p.m. Thursday, the repertory
group will present The Lion
Winter. Both plays will be
performed in the Special Events
The Boise Philharmonic
will ,. Center at BSU.
present Aida in concert March
16-17; Violinist Itzhak Perlman,
The Boise Gallery of Art has
April 3: and Pianist Duane
applications available for the
Hulbert, April 2D-21.The perSecond Biennial Juried Exhibition
formances will be held at 7:30
for Idaho
Artists
which it
p.m. on Mondays, and at 8:15
sponsors and exhibits from May
p.m. on Tuesdays, at Capital
16-June 14. The competition is
High School. Information: 344open to all artists currently
7,849.
'
residing in Idaho. Artists should
contact the BGA at 345-8330' for
Opera Soiree, a Boise Civic information.
Opera Benefit, will be held at 8:15

Road
Tri

THE BEE
IS BAC

---:---.-

BILLIE BEE
pOR

T

L'

Die Walkure; March 7,11,14, at
the Civic Auditorium.
'25 Anntversa;y Roadster Show,
March 11-15, at the Memorial
Coliseum.
American

Dance

8 .E

the civic Auditorium;>

AND

8 AN

FR A NC

1;8 CO.

Oregon' Symphony Orchestra
Concert, March 15-17, at the
Civic Auditorium;

China After Mao, March 18,
Civic Auditorium.

, Pat Tra~is,Marchl9,
Co1i5eurri~

at the

, ManhattenTransfer, April 2, at

L

E

The Heaps; March 14; at the
Pat Travis, March 18, at the:
Arena.
'
Randy Mizner, March 19, at the
Paramount.
'
Manhatten Transfer, March 19,
at the Paramount:
The Kinks, March 13; at the,
Showbox.
Harry Chapin, March 14, at the
Paramount.

March 13, at the Civic Auditorium.
'
Harry Chapin, March 13, at the
Civic Auditorium.

at the Euphoria.

T. T

Showbox.

Machine,

Elvin Bishop and the Liquid
Blues Band" March 13 and 14,

A

S

P

o

K

A

N

,E

" Ronny Milsap, March II, at the
Opera House.

"
Emmy Lou Harris, March 8, at
the Opera House.
, Harry Chapin, March 12, at the
Opera House,
MlJllhattenTransfer, April.l , at
the Opera House.' -

S -,A L T
---.----~:..----;...

& THE STINGERS

RETURN
MARCH

13 &14

9-1
* one ,dQllar'cover

* free pitchers every hour
JUES-THUR , 8-10

I

18,

$2.00· PITCHERS'
liVE MUSIC NIGHTLY

~rQP99g'Qt;>'e~.
-1601'FederoIWayComer

01 Overland 8t Federal Way

...

... A dance to the live sounds of
the big bands, as played by the
Boise State Jazz Band, will be
held from 8 p.m., to midnight on
Friday, March 13; in the SUB
Ballroom.. The dance is being
sponsored by the Boise State
music department
Scholarship
fund.

... Aileen Kawai, a Boise State
University student pianist, will
give - a free' public 'recital on
Thursday, March 12 in the Boise
State Music Auditorium at 7 p.m,
A student of Madeleine Hsu,
Kawai will play works by Bach,
Beethoven,
Haydn, Chopin,
Ravel, and Nelhybel. ..
... speaking of whom, Composer
Vaclav Nelhybel will come to
Boise State as artist-in-residence
March 15-18.
Nelhybel will
conduct seminars and recitals and
will lead a concert of selected high
school music ensembles from
throughout the Treasure Valley
Wednesday, March 18, at 7:30
p.m, in the Boise State Gym ...

... if you know of a student who
has contributed to making a better
university experience you can
bring that student's contribution
to the attention of the Silver and
Gold Service Award Committee.
The Sliver and Gold Awards are
given to recognize students who
give that little bit extra. The
student can be anyone from a lab
assistant to a.lunch line worker. If
you want information
about
nominating someone please contact Denny Freeburn at 385-1551,
the Student. Activities Office,"
Deadline
for nominations
is
March 12...
... A Children's Art Show featuring the work of Boise students
from kindergarten through fourth
grade will be displayed at the
Boise State University Museum of
Art March 9-20. The children's
display, which is free to the
public, will be on view in the
gallery on the first floor of the
Boise State Liberal Arts Building
from 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m, weekdays ...

... Neil Simon's Chapter Two 'will
'be presented at 300 Main Street
on March 19-21 & 26-28 and
March 22&29. The play wili star
John Eichmann, Janet SummersEskew, Bruce Richardson, & Sibil
Albrethsen. Tickets will be on sale
at 300 Main Street from 2-6 pm
daily and all day Saturday. Call
345-0300 for information ...
.. .Individuals can receive income
tax assistance from VITA in the
Student Union Building.
Wed
1-5; Sat 10-2...
... The deadline for the Boise State
1981 Essay contest is April 15.
There are three categorie~--personal, expository, andcritical-and a $50 first- and a $25
second-prize will be offered in
each category.
Entries and
inquiries should be addressed to
Brenda Bruno, LA-220-b, ext.
1192...

... Gallery II (2nd floor, Liberal
Arts Building)--Concurrent
with
the Children's Art Display will be
Frankly Bagelful, an exhibition of
drawings and lithographs by BSU
students Su Stingley and Laura
Hibbs",

... The Boise State Drama Depart- , ;..The Annual International Students Food, Song, and Dance
ment will present George Bernard
Festival will be held April 17 at
Shaw's comic romance Candida
every night through March 14. 7:30 p.m. in the Student Union
Student
Curtain time' for this story of Building Ballroom.
humorous
love involving' a tickets and general admission
socialist minister, his wife, and a tickets available. Call the Visitors
young poet will be 8:15 p.m. in Center at 385-1757 for info ...
the Subal Theater ...
, ... Boise State University ceramic
arts students George Gledhill and
Gary, Olson' will display their
, functional and abstract works at
Fritchman Galleries, Boise, on
March 9-28. The sagar fired
porcelain and asymmetrical handbuilt sculptures will be on view at
802 West Bannock from 10 a.m,
to 5:30,p.m. weekdays and from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturdays ...

... The Montana
Repertory
Theatre will present Ainis and
The Man by George Bernard
Shaw on Wednesday March 11,
and The Lion In Winter by James
Goldman on Thursday, March 12.
, Both productions will begin at
8:00 p.rn.. in the Special Events
Center.
Anns and the Man is
described as a satire on romantic
attitudes towards love and war,
The Llon In Winter is billed as a
historic drama about struggle over
succession to the English throne ...

... There will be a meeting of all
former American Field Service
exchange students at the home of
Dr. and Mrs. John Dahlberg on
March 15th at 5 p.m, If you are
interested in attending,
please
contact Dr. Dahlberg at 385-1300,
or Jackie Welsh at 342-418.1, or
Cindy Hill at 344-6620 ...
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In his .. Scene from' the
Statehouse" message this week,
Gov. .John Evans made a few
points', about funding for higher
education and budget cuts in
general. Among them:

Student
Discounts Available

the BSU Student Union Building,
Teton Room.
The public is
invited. Scheduled interviews for
students will .be held in the Career
& Financial
Services Office,
Room' ,117,.Administrative Building, OIl March 19 and 20.
Students are asked to sign up in
advance for the interviews.
'

.Imparts ,'.Inc.

I have had a continuing opportunity ,to talk to groups of
students while the 1981 LegisC=--A"'--"':-M:"-'--P--U-lature is in session and have
S
usedthe' opportunity to dispel
, The National Student Exchange
some of the myths about
Coordinator position is opening
government. When the people
up. 'Deadline for applications is
of the nation elected Ronald
March 9th. Pick up applications
Reagan as president by an in the student activities office or
overwhelming margin
last
call 385-1280. '
November, they were voicing a
request to reduce the federal
government.
.The following students have
But the state government in
been accepted in the National'
Idaho has not been 'allowed to
Student Exchange program ,for
become too large.
In some
1981-1982:
Roma Anderson,
respects the state has not
Tony Brooks,
Holly Burton,
assumed its proper responsibilBetsy,' Bengal,
Diane
Burr,
ities as government of the ' Melanie carpenter,
Terri Lynn
people.
Clark, Teresa Donovan, Pauline
Idaho is the seventh fastest
Evans, Jennifer Farquharson,
growing state in the nation, but
Barbara
Fisher, Sara" Fisher,
it lags 'behind
surrounding
Vickie Fletcher, Annette Frei,
states in public and higher
Steve Gross; Wendy Hoover,
education, and' 'in providing
Jennifer James, Julie, Johnston,
for its unfortunate
and dis- Mary Betsy Jones, Rick Kallas,
advantaged people. It has no
Calvin Marcoux, Tim Mitchell,
energy policy, and it is just be- Erin Rainey, Scott Reyner (Bill),
ginning to 'bestir
itself in Jenny
Schabacker,
Amy
helping local governments,
Schoonen, Shauna Toole, Neil
whose funding was cut by the
Vickrey, Austin Warner, Maureen
1 percent initiative, to meet
Yrene (Sandra).
essential police, fire and other
..
services.
On Thursday at 8 p.m, 10 the
In Idaho it is the duty of state
Gol~ Roo~ of the Statehouse a
government to provide for the' hearing Will be held. on the
education of our children, to
proposed Sagebrush Bill, House
provide for basic needs of those
Bill 200.
unable to care for themselves,
Julie Woodall was recently
to provide for, public safety,
appointed
Gamma
Phi Beta
including
incarceration,
of
Sorority traveling collegiate concriminals, and to provide an
sultant for 1981-82. She will be
adequate system for travel on
working with chapters from the
streets and highways.
Mississippi River to the West
, If the cuts now being conCoast.
sidered by the Legislature in the
essential education,
public
A seminar sponsored, by the
safety and human need proAda County Council on Alcograms are achieved, and ser- holism titled "How to Survive tin
vices desired and needed by the' Epidemic" will be ,held from
people will ,be drastically
March 1~2Q: at Boise, State
reduced.
':,:
".
,,'
University,"'";,',;rbe 'program is
The cuts need ,not, be made,
seminar oriyouthand
prevention
and I Willdo.all in my 'power to of lllcohol and drug abuse, and
see that the services -of state
addiction. ' The program is free to
government
are
properly
students with an' Activity Card.
funded.
For others, the two-day session Is '
57.00 per person.
One Continuing Education credit (for 514)
.Boise-area residents and BSU is available through BSU.
seniors who want to "work where
they're, needed"
will be the
Six people have been n~
to
primary target when Peace Corps
a search committee to 'select a
representatives
conduct
a re- successor
to BSU Athletic
cruiting drive on the BSU campus
Director Lyle ,Smith, who will
Mar. 17-20 to sign up graduating
retire later this year. ' They are:
seniors, educators, skilled tradesDr. Richard Bullington,
Sally
men, health professionaIs,' en- Thomas,
Norm
Dahm,
Dr;
gineers, construction workers andpatricil1.
Ourada,
Tom
farmers.
'MacGregor,
and Dr, John
The drive coincides -.with the Swartley. Smith's successor will
20th anniversary" of the Peace be named by June 30.
'
Corps and will be highlighted by a
reunion of former Peace Corps
On Tnursday from 11:30 a.m,
volunteers, slated for Wed., Mar.
to 1 p.m., the Native Ametican
18 at 7:30·p.m.
In the Boise, Club Dama Soghop and Main
Ramada" Inn," 2360 University
Five will hold an Indian Taco and
Drive. All former volunteers are Baked FoodsSBlein the Business
'invited to the reunion;
.BuildingLobby.,
',,'
Headquarters fot the recruiting
Main 'Five', is an all-women's
effort will be the BSUcampus,
basketball team sponsored by
where an information table will be Dariia Soghop ••The various tribes
set up in the SUB Lobby, Mar.
represented are Washoe,< Nez'
IH8, froin 9 a.m.~2 p.m"Afilm
Perce,
Shoshoni,
'.Bannock,
and seminar
is slated
for
Paiute, Tlingit"andGhip~Wa"
Wednesday; Mar; 'i8at noon in Cree. '
"',,,'.,
'. , ,,"
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Boise Theatre Company
Presents
Neil Simon's
'CHAPTER TWO
At 300 Main Street
Dinner Theater: $14.50
March 19..21 & 26 ..28'

DEE CEE OVERAllS
& PAINTER PANTS
_
IfI'l'a t:;)}JISO L, 1:" and OSHKOSH B'GOSIt
M
,r
':0
,:/I,.!'

\:;

v.i1W.W.uJJLUJi.,

Performance Only: $5 .15
March 22 & 29
Telephone 345 ..0300 ,

Thurs.-Fri. 9:00-6:00
Sun. 12:00-4:00
Sat> Mon.- Tues.-Wed.

8:30-5:30

.~

344-3539

<,

..,.v ,'t;<IL\Cl

'

,','

110l'V. Idaho

342-7738,"

FRIIYDUI, B1512I1BBIKE In
10 THE ULTIIATE AGIIIVEIIIII
III UIIlIElllT TECHIIOLOIY.
II'S luella·
Since 1885 Bianchi bicycles have
earned their reputation the woi:ld over
Now, over 1000 international cycling
victories later. you can take your choice
of 12 models that offer both superior
quality and superior value. Whether
for recreation. commuting, touring,
sport or serious racing you'll find
the Bianchi best for you and your
budget Come see them today.

Bianchi"
RIE
NOSU~
THEREA
ONl.YCOMPROM=,

Super

Corsa-~Ul:irnOt~

iochi"""""nt

Inlioh~~

TaItaraBicydes stclrting~i190~~: .
. complete sales &, sevice
.
Brlngvou bike in for spring tUne-up sllecials
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transcribed by MEG FEREDA Y

ON FLYING!

In a post-ERA press conference
held two weeks ago at BSU,
Phyllis Schlafly" freelancewriter,
mother, ,housewife
and ERA
opponent gave herreesons why
she opposes
the EftA and
answered
questions
abut the
controversial amendment.
, This is the-first part of.the press
conference.
More
on the
conference will follow, in future
issues.
Q: Mrs. Schlafly, you advocate that the woman rededicate herself
to the family-·how do you feel
about the man and the woman of
the household sharing the equality
of the household work' or even
swapping .roles:
wife works,
husband at home?
A: I think that's a decision
each family should make for
itself. Personally, I don't like that
kind of a household-:-but I think
that's
a decision
that each
husband and wife should make
for themselves; I certainly don't
think that the government should
make the decision who does the
diapers and the dishes.
Q: How do you feel about the
women's right's movement in
general besides the issue of the
ERA movement?
A: The Women's Liberation
Movement I consider anti·family.
Their main goals are ERA which
takes away the rights from wives,
takes away rights from young
women, their second, goal is
abortion and government funding
for abortion; their third goal is
lesbian privileges;
and their
fourth goal is massive federal
child care. Now those were the
four hot-gotten issues that were
agreed upon by the leaders of the
feminist, movement at the international Women's Year conference in Houston on November of
1977, and I consider them all
anti-family. "
Q: ' What wil1 be the main
poir ts of the ERA that you will
argue against tonight? .
A: The main points of the ERA
are: federal and state laws are
already sex nuetral, registration
for the draft which the American
people do not want.

eStudent f])~count:1

The Navy is looking for highly motivated.
sophomores,juoiors and seniors to become
pilots, air tactical coordinators and
electronic/computeroperators.
,Sound
too good to be true?

{dVoton. d?epaiu}

Why Not Fly With The Best?
Contact:

Mr.Oldemeyer

Collect (208)334-1495. Boise
When n comes to gIrlS, .
Deltlter'S lust a natural athlete ...
So how come he \leaps fUmbling on the goal line??

Bringing Students Together
With Responsible Student '
Government, Kay Kemp.
The ASBSU Vice President
Who'll listen to you.

SENATE, GNU
VIEWS DIFFER
_Continued/rom
University
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editor of The
commented,
"We cannot, in good conscience,
negotiate a contract that denies
ur rights guaranteed by the First
Amendment of the constitution of
the U.S."
In a letter to Beth Young
(ASBSU Vice President) Thomas
"I suggest this (alternate res~lution #7) to be an inappropnate
ion inasmuch as the ASBSU
constitution gUarantees to or~ani.
zations, once they arereCOgmzed,
their, integrity of existence unless
they violate
certain set·forth
conditions,
which
BSU
Community News Service (under
which the University News falls)
does not 'appear to have done."
Beth Young, in a letter to
ASBSUsenators states, "Our task
is a difficult one under the best of
circumstances and, unless we can
place our emotions .aside and
negotiate
objectively
. a.nd
hoilestlY, we areund~rrnmmg
ourselves and our authonty .
.:During· this week's Senate
meeting on Mar. \0, no fi~al
decision concerning this confli<:t
was made. The putcome of thIS
cOnflict is yet to be determined .
. Don Barclay,

News'
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director Dyke Nally. the club's board of
What the BAA doesn't have control over
directors took a harder look at what the
million pledge. according to' BAA budget
is the money it gives outright to the Athletic
alumni could actually afford to contribute.
director Dwane Kern. Raising this much
Department:
This will. total around
The final verdict resulted in the Alumni
money is taking up much of the BAA's
$189.500 this year. and about $90.000 will
Association's 'purchase of a single BAA
resources that might otherwise augment the
be spent on BAA salaries. travel and office
Lifetime Membership, costing $28.000, to
Athletic Department coffers.
expenses. Madden projected.
be paid over the space of ten years.
In order to insure the pavilion's
The nearly $100.000 left is part of the
"It was an emotional thing. trying to get
construction. the BAA--by duty. Madden-entire pool of athletic expenses. and the
the project rolling," Nally understated.
is selling lifetime memberships in .two
BAA then has no say in its distribution.
packages, one of which includes two
This is largely
because
of NCAA
WHERE
IT GOES:
SALARIES
pavilion seats and another of which adds to
regulations; Kern said that legally a booster
that two seats in either the Presidents' Club
club such as the BAA "can't do anything
Y SOMB COINCIDENCE-·asnone
or the University Club sections of the
directly for a student athlete.
He can't
of the sources contacted by
stadium.
work if he's on a scholarship. You can't
the News gave any other
-Continued from cover
The problem is. yearly sales of stadium
buy him a gift. We can't do many things a
reason-exectb 30 percenttof
seats constitute over 50 percent of the BAA
lot of boosters might like to do."
the state-appropriated
salary money was
general fund's revenue.
All lifetime
Madden added that scandals at other
allotted to women's athletics.
Turner
. memberships go toward fulfilling the $5
schools have resulted
from boosters
explained that was simply how the needed
million pavilion pledge. and tie those seats
becoming "overzealous" in trying to add to
salaries added up.
up for the lives of their owners.
the school's athletic prestige, and in the
In a review of salaries for all coaches.
This drive might be using up money that
process violating NCAA booster rules.
one thing stands om immediately:
men
would otherwise be donated by other
In order to increase that effective
coaches make more money for the same
means-yearly purchase of seats, lower-cost
contribution, Madden feels "we've got to
sports than women coaches. Smith allowed
memberships; outright contributions--and
be creative and find additional ways to raise
that some reasons for the differences could
any takers "don't have to contribute again
the funds."
lie in matters of tenure. or length of time
in the same way." Madden said. Not only
From Kern's
perspective.
though,
spent working for the university. Surely this
within the last two years, but as well some
support from boosters is likely to increase
accounts
tor much of the $10.000
time in the future, the Athletic Departin any case, "as long as they keep on'
difference between His salary and that 'of
ment's share of BAA money could reflect
winning."
women's athletic director Carol Ladwig,
the pavilion's "~nterference," so to speak.
W H ERE
I T CO ME S FRO M :
who has worked for BSU some thirty years
Since the first year of actual pavilion
GATE
REVENUES
less than has Smith.
fundraising, revenues for the BAA general
But the main reason, Smith plainly
fund have held steady
at around
s KERN AVERRED.winning is
stated, is potential for money 'and the
$250,000-275.000. Of this year's income.
the most important factor in
coexistent pressure.
"Men's
revenueexpenses for pavilion and general athletic
any consistent
booster
or
making sports are making more revenues,"
promotion,
salaries of the director.
,p ect"o"op,ort.
In me case he said. The pressure to win in order to
secretary and other help, communication
of Boise State, the only significant revenuekeep those revenues up makes the job more
and mailing costs, and a contingency fund
making "they" that has won consistently is
taxing, and therefore more money is needed
(which Kern said is ahnostalways used up)
the football team. On the strength of about
to hold the coaches.
.
will probably eat that figure until the
$530,000 in gate revenues alone. the Bronco
"If you lose, the man would get fired
effective contribution to BSU athletics is
football squad can call itself the largest
faster than the woman," Smith pointed
contributor to the athletic program-~never
only around $100.000.
out.
Acknowledging that the proportion of
mind guarantees.
concession revenues,
Certainly. time spent at BSU could not
actual benefits to total BAA revenueisn't
program sales, radio and television rights,
account for the fact that first-year men's
much better than that of many present
etc.
basketball coach Dave Leach is paid
charities or bureaucracies. Madden said
While football is the hub of the
significantly'
more
than is women's
"That's because of the pavilion. That adds
department, other sports can gain money.
basketball coach Connie Thorngren, who's
a lot of extra expenses we wouldn't
For example, with around $55,000, men's
been around since 1970; pressure to win
(otherwise) be paying." In fact, he added,
basketball pays about two-fifths of its own
and to gain revenue does playa part in that
the gross revenue figure wouldn't have
way through gate receipts in cramped old
differential.
stayed as high as $275,000 if there hadn't
Bronco Gym. Wrestling garners $1.500·However. even in sports that produce
been a substantial' increase in lower-cost,
again.
worth' a little over half a
little or no revenue, such as tennis or track.
"Joe Citizen" memberships.
scholarship--track
collects about $1.000.
there is as much as a $7,000 difference
One particular project. an endowment
and all of women's athletics are expected to
between men's and women's salaries.
fund. for athletic scholarships. was begun
have made $2.500 this year.
.
Another reason for salary differences
several years ago but set aside for the
Other concrete sources of revenue-Smith pointed out was the fact that men's
pavilion, As a result, Kern said. there has
guarantees.
season tickets. programs.
coaches travel and recruit more extensively
been no big push for contributions to the
,concessions. renting the stadium. etc.--total
in order to build competitive teams.
endownient;
such funds are usually
about $95.000. Any shortfall will be made
However, women's sports in general get
slow-starting in any case.' Presently the
up from a reserve fund of several hundred
less recruiting money. less traveling money.
fund stands at around $20,000 and gathers
thousand dollars; loss of television money
and generally less of everything to begin
about $1,300 in interest. or little over half a
due to the previous year's conference
with. This, is not necessarily bad from the
football probation will probably cause a
grant-in-aid.
standpoint
of the women's
athletic
Still. the BAA looks at allthe effort and
sizable bite from that source.
department.
money expended on the pavilion project as
WHERE
IT COMES
FROM:
BAA
an investment. Kern. who has been
WHERE SOME MIGHT HAVE COME
W HER
E
IT
G 0 E S :
involv-ed with the BAA for several years.
FROM: THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
SPORTS
OPERATIONS
noted. "Onceyoli get people giving to an
;:iS~h~.t:.t~~;
institution. they just keep giving.... This
N
THEPEAK.of emotional flurry
HE FtLL-RIDEsch'olarship, offibig sports houses •. the Bronco
slops over one hundred percent to the other
over .the pavilion,
namely
.
.
..
cially titled a grant-in-aid. for
Athletic Association finds .it
areas of the university." Departments, the
October. 1978. when the state
,
'. athletes totals '$2.228 for men
'..
might have sold its way into a problem.
arts, or the Morrison Center could receive
board
first
approved
the
at BSU and $2.168 for women.
, "Since 1 have started working in this
side benefits from the "rally around the
project. then' Alumni Association viceWhile women's sports get along on such
position," said. Bob rvtadden.· executive
pavilion." he said.
.'
president Art Berry presented the board . numbers as 7.97 grants for basketball, 4; 1
director of the BAA. "the big push has
The building project is one of the areas
with a daring proposal to contribute a total
for volleyball, 2.5 for gymnastics. 7.3 for
receiving BAA benefits where the associabeen pavilion, pavilion. pavilion."
of $500~OOO
per year toward parking for the
track and 1.66 for teDnis.·thecapital-intenAt the beginning of planning for the
tion itself can control where the money
facility. The hefty sum was to come from a
football proproposed multi-purpose pavilion on camgoes. Other areas include underwriting this ",newly-instituted dues system. and would be , sive, human-being-intensive
gram
reqUires
65
full
grants~
The total of
pus in 1976. the BAA took the bold step of
year's sports banquet. media promotion of
paid_oyer the space of 25 years.
proposing to donate a large sum of money
-Continued
to
page
12
projects. and the' contingency fund (for
Not long after that. recalls association
to its construction. The original proposal.
occasions and' emergencies).
$1 million. grew by steps to the present $5
like there will be no problem for the BAA
someone other than a spouse or sells the
.to meet its goal. In fact. some sources put
seats). The t5uyer of the box seats also gets'
the amount taken in by the BM at the
such status boosters as free use of the
present time as over 4 million dollars. .
Pavilion conditioning and exercise facilWhile there is no apparent problem with
ities •. reserved
parking.
priority
for
the BAA coming up with the money. there
additional seats and season tickets. their
may be ~ problem with how that money is
namein the sports programs. and a special
raised; a problem. which could very well
plaque.
change the Pavilion from the multi-purpose
. All the side benefits offered are really of
-,facility it \\ as originally planned t'1.be into a
little concern as they affect nothing except
,.,
big gym. The problem arose because. in
perhaps the egos of the box seat buyers;
order toraise 5 million dollars. the BAA
all the benefits. ,that is. except possibly the
had to sell its seats at very high prices. (A ' . benefit which entitles the box seat buyer to
The amount. of money the BAA <has,
pair or: University. Club seats . goes for
"exc1tisiveuse
of the' seats for ALL
raised to date through the sale of those I $20.0QO,Pavilion Clubseats.for $14.000 a
events:" Althougb this benefit presents no
HENTHB PROposAL to build the
seats arid through gifts was unavailable
pair, and Presidents Club seats for $10.000
problem as far as admission to athletic
.
.. Boise5'", Un"''''", p. avilion
from the BAA. Executive director of the
a pair.) Eventho}lgh most of the seats are -events, it could present problems to the
" was approved by the State
BAA, Bob Madden, said that the BAA
being bought. by businesses andvwealthy
outside promoters who bring in big name
Board of Education in 1978.
"was still in the process of selling Ufetime
individuals out of a desire notonlYlo have
entertalnInent. For these promoters the 660
the approval was given with. the undermemberships (for the 660 seats) andover·
the seats but to also do. somethingfcir the
seats represent 660 unpaid admissions from
standing that the Bronco Athletic Assoctathe next six months should be completing
Boise community. the idea of buying the
which the promoter will receive no income.
tion(BAA) would pick up 4 million (later 5
that. We'd rather wait until we get it.
seatshadto seem very attractive in order to
And in a 13.000 seat facility (small
ent by the
million when the price of the pavilion went
completed before we release thefigures."
get patrons to part with the' kind of money
standard of really big entertilinm
acts)
up) dollars of the cost of the facility. To
According to the figures given in the
the BAA· was asking for thes~s.<To·
660 seats' is a Iot. . ..."
.'
....
'.'
acomplisb this fund raising task the BAA
November report to the. Pavilion commit-.
attract.the .big'm()ney· the BAA made a
.. Forelliunple,promoter
Margarete,
relied on outright· giftsartd.' to a greater .
tee, ..(a.part student, part administration
package, of. benefits to go along with the
Homes ofWolfhlld
RischUl;iller. a Beverly
extent. on .the sale.· of 660 . seats in the
'group which' oversees the. Pavilion) tp,e .··seats that seemed to be true. For starters,
Hillll blisedpromotion
company. said that
Pavilion which were gi."en to the BAA to
amount raised by the BAA in, November .' the buyer of the box seatS (which is what
theloss of revenue .from 660 box seats
sell off . The seats .
Jo~ted
on .the 'was 2.4 million dollars; and the expCcted
the660'se8tSinfaetare)
gets ,the <use of
would .. .absolutelY"
deterhel'
from Y
mezzanine (second floor) : levele;tthe
'.income oUhe BAA fIgUred to. be. Sl00.000those
seats for a lifetirne'(twentYYCllJs.for ,.•\....
bookins... !Ulactinthe.
13.000 sea,,'.t...£a.ci1i.t
..'.'
mid-court of the basket ball floor; Billed as
per
month; .'Since the BAA has until J:uIy,~orpol'ations
••• t\Venty;years"for
.. the.. -Continued to page 12
.' ' .
"theater style" seats and no more than
on982tora,i,i!e:its~)I¥~ioJi.do,~.~.~ks,
.,iDdividual iLthe"uye(wmstliC~·-~_·;
'... ,
.'..
seven rows deep.' the seats offer.a .perfect:
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football scholarship money.-$144,820-is
only a few. thousand dollars short or the
entire women's athletic operating budget:
There;, are .perspectiv~ •.Ladwig ,would
.rather not lose in women's competition.
"The cause of the ills of athletics, '~,she said
in an interview for aneadier News feature,
"is the 'go out and earn itYOUI'8elf'
attitude" that turns '.student-athletes into
entertainer-athletes·
at . any level where
exposure gets wide enough.
.
lit any case, women's athletics may not
get a chance to. lose perspeCtiVe on the
basics when differences'in recruiting money
are taken into account:
while men's
basketball is granted nearly $21,000, 'the
women have $600 to spend on gaining
future dribblers. Even while lesser men's
sports (except for golf) have up to $2,100
for recruiting, the range for women is
$300-500.
Money for travelmgis the only figure
close to comparable between men's and
women's sports, and the women consistently come in well behind.
'.
The lesser men's moneymakers, though,
get similar, if not equal treatment with the
women in terms of scholarships. While.the
65 football and 15 basketball grants pay for
athree-deep lineup in each of those sports,
track gets 11 grants and wrestling gets 8,
which would have to be divided in order to
provide for even one competitor' in each
weight class or event. The same goes for
tennis, with four grants, and golf, with 2.5.
DOES
FOOTBALL
WOMEN'S

from box se~ts
used to defr~Yihe cost
percent ofallmorieynot'
directly gained
_Continued/rompage Tl..
. of the Jacility(such
as the pavilion)
men's events';"thenon-connected
. Holmes said she alSo had a problem with
campbell stated that he would expect the
money would include student fees; BAA
the arrangement because there could, be a
rent tltefacilityto
comedown
"less the,
support, stadium rent, reserves used; etc.
. lot of. ticket scalping when "some of y()ur
amountofthe
sales of the tickets."
plJrpose:find out if, given the 300/0of all
alumni, are very, very interested
in
The person who will have to reconcile the
mentioned above plus their own revenues,
basketball and not very interested in rock
ticket policy of the Pavilion and the wishes
women's sports could operate atthe present
and roll." ."I've heard of churches where
.of the promoters is !)exter ,King, the new
level. Asitturnsout,
according to the
.there is .a pew that belongs, to a certain
director of the Pavilion; 'King, iseurrently
1980.81 budget, that 300/0 of non-confamily," said Holmes, "but 1clin'tthink of
working at Oral Roberts •University in
nected funds plus women's revenues would
anyplace . where you would' encourage
Oklahoma and will not. be assuming his
fall about $5,000 short of the $184,295
someone to have a lifetime membership. A
duties in Boise until next month. When
projected for: expenses.
.
"renewable
one might begood though." (In
contacted by telephone, King said that the
In, other words, according
to this·
fact, arenewabl~ box seat policy is used at
problems that could be caused by the box
hypothetical
exercise,women's
sports
Bronco Stadium. Two Presidents Club
seats will have to be dealt with "in the :
would have to use $5,000 of football·
seats for example are $650 per year, and
marketplace: with each individual promoter
revenues (since. football
is the only
two University Club seats are $1200 per
as it comes up." King said that he didn't
money~gairiing sport) to meet its expenses.
year.),·
.
think that. the box seat policy will bea
The $184 thousand figure itself is only 15
.Taking a different view of the box seat
deterent to promoters renting the Pavilion
percent of the entire athletic operating
policy, a promoter for "Sayline Presents"
for entertainment
events despite what
budget.
of Denver said that the box seats were "not'
promoters might say. "There are certain
Inequity?
The money-gained factor
something we li~e particularly," but that
specifics
that could be, drafted
in
comesstronglyinto
the picture here,since
the policy "certainly
won't deter a
contractual. form that will alleviate those :
the best gate revenues women's athletics
promoter." The promoter went on to say
problems that each' promoter would see."
can hope for will be in the $3,000 range. In
that Boise was "lucky" that only 660 seats
according to King.
addition, and. Smith should know, the
were sold as box seats, although she did say
In regards to whether or not the selling of
men's athletics have been a part of campus
that it was usual practice for the owners of
box seats at a public facility was a local
life for years~and
official women's
those seats to pay regular admission prices
phenomenon,
King said. that he didn't
athletics have been around for less, than a ,. to 'each entertainment. event in addition to
know how other facilities operated because
decade.
. the money paid for the use of the box seats.
such policies are usually kept private at
If cutbacks, were necessary,
since
"The original costs of those seats must be
each facility. "Here (at Oral Roberts) we
women's athletics are a new kid on the - extremely higher than normal," said the
sold some seats similar tothat, but not for a
chopping block, might they riot be the first
promoter.
.
lifetime and for athletic events only." said
to go? Ladwig has propose that should it
Tom Campbell, of the Los Angeles based
King. "There are all kinds of ways and
be necessary, field hockey could be relieved
"Pacific Alliance" (the promotion comtechniques of generating money that must
of athletic department support and' could
pany that brought Jackson Browne to Boise
·be negotiated with the promoter. You have
continue as a club sport, if possible.
last month), objected to the practice, saying
to deal With them (promoters) individually
However, a more telling answer might be
that he had "never heard of that (box seat
on how your facility is structured,
the fact that when the time-came for an
policy) in a school facility in any way,
managed, and its operational policies."
actual cut, men's varsity baseball was the
shape, or form; or in anything that has
How the box seat policy will affect the
first to go; This was another sport that
been constructed
with public funds."
. booking of entertainment events at the
Smith himself had coached for years.
Campbell said thai very large private
Pavilion is a question that only time will
Clearly, sentimentality withers in the face
facilities like the Los' Angeles Forum,the
answer. If, however, promoters are going
of economic hardship.
The "eam-itAstrodome, or Madison Square Garden
to be reimbursed for the loss of revenue
yourself" vs. student-as-priority argument
. had box seat memberships, but that "you
from the 660 lower rental rates the loss is
might rage, butthe$}.7 million' facet ofthe
. play by their rules when you rent Madison
going to have to be made up somehow,
university that makes the biggest splashes in': Square Garden." Campbell termed himself
probably through higher ticket prices, or
the newspapers tends to be run as a
as being "very dubious" about booking a
through student funds. If this circumstance
business; money spent where the biggest
public facility with a box seat pclicy like the
comes about it will prove that the BAA has
return comes. Whether this appears to be
Pavilion's. "I'd want to know where those
made an offer to box seat buyers that is,
well-spent depends on whether one sees the
seats are, and, if they're 660 prime seats
indeed, too good to be true;· '.
university as a business,
.......
that 1can't get any lncomejrom, I'd like to
know why." In a facility where the money

, . from

PAY
SPORTS?

FOR

TIlE INTEREST of determining
actual sources of support
,
between women's and men's
athletics, the News devised a
small exercise with the athletic budget:
Assume that men's sports are entitled to aU
their own revenues, and so are women's.
This would include all money directly
connected with any particular event.
Next step: since women are allotted 30
percent of the state tax money, assume that
the women's program is entitled to 30
N
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THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE ANNOUNCES UNION SHORT COURSE SPRING SESSION 1981· BOISE
Register At InformatlonC9nter at the SUB

CLASS TITLE

DAY

Basic Emergency

Th

& TIME
3:00-6:30pm

6:30-8:'h

;

~

Greg Hampton

4/8-4/22

Greg Jalln

None

4/Ml/6

Rich Burchett

Non.e

417-5/5

Youlchlro Kawai

~e

7:00-9:00pm

4/14-4116

Bill Eastlske

None

5:0C-6:00pm

4/13-4IZT

RUBBelIMyers

None

5:00-6:00pm

4/6-4/20

Phyllis Bowmllll

None·

6:00-7:00pm

4/13-5/4

PhllWllIker

None

Peggy O'Brl1lll

deperida on

Camera Operation

W

7:00-8:00pm

W

lS:30-7:00pm
,,6:00-7:00pm

!.

)1

Introduction to Geothoonal
Energy

Ta:

::'

HaIr cere lor Men & Womllll

M

Jll\erbug and Western SwIng
Dance
.
Introduction to Karate
~Innlng

$8.00 (text) +
$3.00 (materials)

4/7-4/213

Bowllng"::"AIi Levels

6:00-8:00pm·

T

Ron Godfrey

$5.00
(lane UII9)

T

Introduction to Foo-Contect
Karate

4/9-5/7
4/8-4/29

"

I ..·•

MATERIALS

$1.50
(materials)

W

LeYels

INSTRUCTOR

Larry Reynolds

?PM.

Bicycle Repair

Qless-All

DATES

TH
M
M

Macrame
5:15-6:30pm

TH

7:00-9:00pm

~/9-4/30 .

Dan Brown

None

G80rg~ Gledhill

None

IlaBIc Meditation

W

7:00-9:00pm

Paper Mache'

T

7:30~10:00pm

4/7-4/14

Personal Money Menagement

project

M

4/&-6/8

Puppets

Th

No grades, no tests; no homework, no Instructional I_I
All member8 01 the University Community are Invited to enroll In as many .
programs dll8lred lor an Initial $2.00 registration lee pius an eddltlonal $1.00 lee lor

each class you wish to talte.

In

All, m«nber8 01tho COmmunity are InVited to enroll
as many programs dll8lred
~r t~~ltlaI
$2,00 reglBlratlon lee plus an additional $2.00 lor each clBB8 you wish .

ARE YOU AN EXPERT In a non-academlc fleid?
Share your skills. Become an Instructor. Call
w.ithyGluproposal today!
.
.

3:00-4:00om
7:00-9:00pm'

or

4/~/7

Sonia

B. de Hunt

Frank YoungBlrom

LaW

lor Practical

. 4/13-5/4

M

i:00-9:00pm

,I
I1

M

7:00-8:30pm

S8l1-DefIlll88A __

lor'

W

7:QO-9:00pm

4/8-4/27

Cindy Brown

None

4/15-5/6.

Jill Collins

None

T 7:00~9:00pm
S&Sun
12:00-4:00
T7:30-9:30pm
S & .Sun all day
T

7:00-a:00pm
7:00~9:00p'm

1am Interested In tellchlng a UnlonShot'f Course.

1__

1am Interested In receiving a Union Short Coursebullatln:

4/9-6/7
4/7-4/21

..

1'_""0
i:
.

.

,.

I
1

. .I

"..

I

~ ...._~-.;.----...-..;.':J

send to:
.

Danny FreebUrn
.Jim Van Dlnter
T1mSch~

1
1
1
1

1
I'

~

..

5:30-6:30pm

·1

.

1

Women
TH

.

1
1

Phone

Address:

PI!Oplo

Reslatanell Ex«cI_ for
Women

..

I'

. 1Name

$8.50 101'
optlollal text I_
None

_

r------------------------.,

$3.00
(materials)

.Thorn as Borre8'on

.

."

STUDENT ACTIVITIES
. OFFICE 385-1242. '.

'\

Practical

'.','

,

4/6-4120

MarrIage: SerIlll'lty or 8urvlval

FEE

-.STATE Unl'IERSITY

student Actlvlt •. OffIce
S.U.B.-Bolle State Unlveralty
1910UttlveraityOrlve'
.
.' Bolle, IcIIho83725

Realliiratlon lOr tile Union Shorf Courae WIll '118 Meich.16-Aprll 3 ·1981 '. Members·
01the glllleral community may regl8\er starting the weak of March 23 .•STuDENTS
~~n~~~~,;°R~r;rn~~DA~~RJ?~:kCATIONOF.~FFILIATION
REGlliT@R:ATTHE
INFORMATION ,.CE~RIN
BUILQING. "
....
.,".

'rHE ,~TUDENTUNION

'each
I you: h-v;.

C:O~rseiir Brit

t

My

Q_lons
ooneamlnllthe Unio'nshol1
I~i~ed
.. Inlla,c1I18l!;':!ext Fall, call.the student Activities OfIICe 385-1223..

' ..... , '~"""'~'
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STATIC MARS CONCERT
only made matters worse. Fortunately for unusual amount of self-restrainst on his
part; I wondered how long it had been since
Eliot, the .problems which would end the
he had played to 700 lily white faces. At
show
later
on
hadn't
developed.
Aside from shoddy equipment, terrible
Finally came the man we were all waiting one point during his performance while
acoustics, and poor planning, last Saturday
trying to encourage the audience to keep
for.
Leaving his Carribean cottons at
evening's, performance of Ramblin' Jack
time by clapping (they were having a very
home, Taj Mahal donned his"western
Eliot and Taj Mahal went off without a
hard time), he said, "Let's all clap our
polyesters
to
play
in
"Boizee"
Idaho.'
This
'hitch, Presented by the Student Programs
• Continued to page 14
fact
alone
may
have
been
responsible
for
a~
Board and Metroplex Music, the concert
'took place in the' far from acoustically
perfect SUB Ballroom with a near capacity
crowd filling the room.
. Ramblin' Jack Eliot comes from a long
line of folk singers who reached their
pinnacle in the 60s andTate 70s.
A
: self-proclaimed
worshipper
of 'Woodie
! Guthrie,
Eliot has influenced such notables
, as Bob Dylan, Pete Seeger, and Joan Baez,
,just to name a few. And though there are
!many more versatile musicians around, his
, mush: stiII provides
memories
and
I reflections of times past.
.: Once on stage, Eliot shattered all my
'; expectations of a folk singer of the sixties.
iI had anticipated an old, gnarled,
~weatherbeaten sage who could recount the
~days of yore, but instead he was a shy,
~retiring sort who appeared almost bashful,
~as though it was his first performance.
"Between songs, he laughed, giggled, and
ltold stories about his road manager, a dog
t'named Caesar.
His humor all but
~;overshadowed his music: a~d by the end of
;'the concert, I wondered If his road manager
:treally was a dog.
}, Ramblin'
Jack's set included songs
i~written by singers who were made famous
~bythe songs years ago, He began with a
Rnumber called "San Francisco Bay," then
f6Woody Guthries' "Buffalo Skinner;" an
:[~pic tale embodied in song about the trials
t~d tribulations ofa buffalo skinner, Bob
tJ;!ytan's"Lay
Lady Lay" and a version of
:,Tim Hardin's, "Reason to Believe." But
ot had the annoying habit of playing
'only part of a song which marred an
-,otherwise fine set, while his voice, never
,strong or dynamic in the first place, was.
;'scverely hampered by malfunctioning audio
':equipment. The audience strained to hear,
:but the frequent ,yelling
of musical
}suggestions by members of the audience
BItRBARA JONES

"CANDIDA"
REVIEWED
LAURIE JOHNSON
Far be it from me to criticize George
Bernard Shaw. I'll lay .the burden of
responsibility for this play on time. It has
changed.
The basically universal love triangle plot
of Candida is rendered less than timeless by
the intricacies of tum of the century British '
society. A youthful poet's love for the
matronly wife of a' presumptous parson
may have been believable and possibly
outrageously titillating to a post-Victorian
audience. Today, to reflect Eugene the '
poet's passion for the triple talk, its boring,
boring, boring.
'
'
What is shocking in 1981 is the
conclusion. Shaw's seemingly self-assured
competent heroine, Candida, patronizingly
explains why she must choose her husband
over Eugene Marchbanks, a British style
Gomer Pyle. Her husband is weak. He
needs her to make him the master of his
home. What may have been a jolly-good
wrap-up in by gone days, today is
unsettling to say the least.
Though the performances
of Sarah
Barsness as Candida, G. Robert Fields as
her maxim-spouting
spouse and Scott
McBeth as the goo-goo eyed Marchbanks
gain momentum as the play progresses,
thank God for Mr. Burgess. A great
performance
by Mack Guymon
as
Candida's father is much welcome comic
relief in a play where the dramatic intent is
no longer clear.
Technically, the set is terrific, and along
with the costumes and glib British accents,
definitely establishes the scene as turn of
the century England. I can't speak for the
31 others in the audience, but I'm glad that
that is a time gone by.

ilali

Friday. MEN IN LOVE,Men's
Sexual Fantasies: The Triumph of Love
Over Rage. New York: DeIl, 1980.

Nancy

Available
fiction.
KARL KNAPP

(***)

Raging Bull premiered in late December
ANTHONY BURT

(**\12)

of the year past, but because we have had to
wait nearly three months for it to arrive in
Brilliantly acted,photographed,
scored, Boise, it has become' nothing short of
and edited, Raging Bull is a tragically impossible to avoid the barrage of critical
written and directed story of the blindly acclaim the film has received. We have
stupid
championship
boxer,
Jake heard that the role of Jake LaMotta may be .
LaMotta. Director Martin Scorsese's Jake, the role" of Robert DeNiro's life, that
like Polanski's Tess, isa doomed figure. Raging Bull may be the' film of Martin
But Jake is a victim of his own violent, 'Scorsese's life, and thatRB is worth at least
ignorant, and sexually obsessive character: an Oscar or two come April. Yet, despite all
Polanski's Tess is a cardboard. ijgure, the hoopla over Raging Bull arid the fury of
characterless. Yet we have no sympathy for the film itself, RB nevertheless leaves me
, either Tess D'Urberville or Jake LaMotta. wondering about several things. Why, for
We feel this waya!lout
Tess, naturally example, has Scorsese chosen to chronicle.
enough, because,' characterless, she does the life of Jake LaMotta? Certainly lwould
not engage us in her plight. But 'why do we agree that Scorsese and DeNiro, among
feel this way about Jake'l ThrougIJout the others, have done a superb job of
film, 'Jake . is bewildered' by hls fate. transforming a mediocre book into a living,
"Why'll Whyn Why? IWhy'll" he Screams breathing testament-of one man's life, ..but
as he batters his head into his jail cell wall what is really' so unique about the life of '
near the end of the film. Yet we know why Jake LaMotta, other than-the face that he
Jake has come to this pathetic end: Jake is was a champion prizefighter'lRB
is,
violent, ignorant, and sexually obsessed--he obviously, more than just another boxing
deserves exactly what he gets. His character film, but its message for me is ~ost
has eamed it. But Jake never knows why, somewhere between the barb:u-0us. fight
what has happened to him has happened. scenes and the 6Q pound~ DeNlro gams. to
He can look himself in the mirror. as he' accurately portra~ a retired, degenerating .
does atthe end of the film, and see I).othing. LaMotta. As RagmgBull com~ to ~.close,
No'Tiresias or Lear-like second sight for ' we are left to ponder the qU~lon of what
this blind boxer. Denied a glimmer of ~ak~ Jake LaMotta a plausible. redeem: self-understanding,
Jake •.cannot becOme ablehero, and about the nature of our film
;the
make ,heroes in general. • Continue
. d to page.14
him.'tragic figure· Scorsesestrives""i:O
'
.'

at the BSU Bookstore.

Non-

MEN IN LOVE is considered an important
exploration of male. sexuality in, all its
varieties, subleties;: and vagaries .. Ironically, the book is written by a woman, Nancy
Friday, author of My Mother/Myself,
who undertakes the task of revealing men's
sexual selves to the world at large.
Friday's book-: is a fascinating and
, enlightening compilation of letters from
more than two-hundred men about their
fantasies. These letters are organized by
common subjects into chapter which
include: The .Masculine , Conflict, Sharing
and' Living Out Fantasies, Starry-Eyed
Oedipus, and Virgins.' At random intervals
in .each chapter,
Friday,
aided by
psychologists,' takes up her pen to analyze
some of the points of the individual male
fantasies which are' common
desires,
anxieties, or aspirations in many of the
thousands
of unpublished
letters she
Escape From Fear '
received.
Escape From Rape
Friday's main concern in Men In Love is
Escape From Confinement
to affirm that although men smolder with
Escapeif You are Hooked o~ Drags
rage at, their society-mandated,
sexual
,Escapefrom R.ejinement
roles; they hesitate to allow the rage to
Escape/rom Theivesond Thugs
overpower their usually sincere, deeply-felt
Escapefrom your Loneliness
love of womankind. Men In Love
/!scapefrom Your Past
'that' with a less 'dichotemous, male-female
Escapefrom Brooklyn
role-modeled upbringing, the male sex will
Escape at Last
be free, t() give an equal, if not identical.
Escape Artist
share oflove to male-female partnerships.
Garland Jeffreys 1980

asserts

,.~~~tt~tkd,to page 1,4 .

• Continued.to/NzgeJ4
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BOOK REVIEW
• Continued/rom page 13
Men' In Love is explicitly candid in its
exploration of the various psychological
components of male sexuality. Friday's
book can be read, enjoyed and understood
without necessitating a reader's being
well-versed in Freud or modern psychology.
!

SHELLY SPEAR

Punch

REVIEW

BARBARA JONES(****)

The Boise State University
Music
Department is. sponsoring a dance Friday,
March 13, from 8 p.m.-midnight in the
BSU Student Union Ballroom.,
"Big
band" music wil1be performed by the BSU
Jazz Band, under the direction of Mike
Sambal.
.
.
Admission is $:?per person or $1.50 per
couple, with proceeds going to the music
department scholarship fund.

t..:

RECORD

TALKIES

"BIG BAND"
DANCE

,

Robert DeNiro's' portrayal
of Jake
LaMotta in Raging Bull is by far his most
definitive and impressive performance ever.
Raging Bull encompasses over 20 years of
LaMotta's life, from his beginning in the
ring, his rise to fame as middleweight
boxing. champion of the world, to his
downfall ,of imprisonment
on' a vice
charge. DeNiro's acting is strengthened by
the' film's realism; it is more Italian than
God/ather, and with the use of black and
white film, LaMotta's world of sordid
violence; anger, 'and ignorance is revealed
almost beyond the point of tolerance. The
cinematography (its photographs have been
nominated for an academy) is, to say the
least, unusual--various
characters
are
presented
in .a sort of subliminal
slow-motion. The dialogue is painfully real
and human; and at times, hilarious. Even if
you' don't care for boxing, object to
violence and nasty words, don't overlook
..this film, it is' a fascinating study of the
human condition.

-

• Continued/rom page 13
Although Garland Jeffreys has been
making music for quite some time now, it
has taken a successful tour of Europe to
make this musician an "overnite" success
in his own country (th~ good ol'U .S.of A.).
The new Garland Jeffreys release entitled
Escape Artist is in my humble opinion the
finest work to date by Jeffreysl Full of
energy Garland takes reggae influenced
rock to a new pinnacle.
'
The first side is a musical masterpiece
that includes an excellent remake of the
song fir~t done by Questionmark and the
Mysterions, that's right, "96 tears."
In
step with the music of the eighties on this
side is a tune called "Lovers walk".
Side two of this disc contains four songs
and all of them are very well done and
produced in a quite nice fashion. On this
side "Mystery,Kids"
takes its place as a
song that 'will live on forever, given the
proper care and attention.
Having listened to this disc several times
now it still impresses me first and foremost
because of all of the guest artists on this
album. The awe that this record has
inspired into me requires that I list some of
the guest personnel: from The. Rumour,
Andrew Bodnar and Steve Goulding; from
the E Street Band,' Roy Bittan and Danny
Federici; also Lou Reed and Diane
Grasselli, Nona Hendryx and from the
.Wailers, Earl "Wire" Lindo. Well, the list
could go on for at least two more columns!!
Standouts on this disc are those already
mentioned plus "Christine,"
"Innocent"
"R.O.C.K.,"
and "Graveyard Rock:" iF
nothing else is done this week you must
listen to the new Garland Jeffreys release

Escape Artist.
Next time I'll be taking a look at the
tri~le live album by The Greatful Dead.

TAJ'MAHAL
• Continued/rom page 13
hands and pretend we're black."
Taj Mahal has been around long before
much of his white audience discovered Bob
Marley or knew the meaning of "reggae"
or'''ska.'' His music, an amalgam of many
styles, relies heavily on Jamaican calypso
and American R&B.
And. though he
played alone, he compensated by displaying
his versatility on four' different .instruments, and singing everything from-love
songs to the blues. One of Mahal's most
notable numbers of the evening was a light
and airy instrumental played .on the finger
harp. Also included were' old favorites like
"Corina," "Fishill' 'Blues" and "Movin'
to the Country Gonna Paint my Mailbox
Pink."
While singing his better known
"Ain't Nobody's Business," Taj Mahal
stopped and asked the audience if they were
having a hard time understanding
his
"L.A. dialect."
Laughing, he apologized
and enunciated "You can ride around in a
great big pink cadil1ic to church on
Sunday/You can lay around the rack with
the 01' ladyori Monday/Ain't
.nobody's
business but your own." One could not
help but laugh at his imitation.
'
Midway through' his performance, the
right channel speaker began to buzz and
hiss, although both the audience and Mahal
sought to ignor the noise. Eventually, hand
clapping was utilized in an, attempt to
drown out the increasing racket. After the
speaker
sounded
as though
it was
imitating Boise under attack, Taj Mahal
literally ran off the stage, even though the
audience tried to bring him back for an
encore. Kip Attaway, of Metroplex Music,
explained that since there were technical
difficulties Taj Mahal could be seen later
on that night at Chuck's Steak House.
Unfortuniitely,Chuck's
.held 700
dissappointed people who had planned on a
night of great music and instead got a lot of
static.
,.,

DAVID "the Hobbit" ANDERSON

The toughest job
you'll ever love

"I

We
We
teer are
But the
become

admit it. It takes a different kind of person to be '~. Peace Corps Volunteer.
won't mislead you with glowing pictures of exotic lands. The hours as avclunlong. The pay is modest. And the frustrations
sometimes seem overwhelming.
satisfactions
and rewards are immense. You'll be immersed in a new culture
Iluent in a new language, and learn far more about yourself than you ever"

expected.
You'll also discover that progress in the Peace
plishrnents. Such as rural health clinics established
Upper Volta. Fresh-water
fish ponds started in the
The progress may seem modest. but to people
never before had clean drinking water. basic
health care, or enough to eat. the Peace Corps
brings a message of hope and change.
We Invite you to look into the volunteer

opportunities beginning this year in 65
developing
for details.

nations.
-

See our representatives

Corps is measured in small accorn-"
in Kenya .. Irrigation systems bullt in
Philippines"
in developing nations who have

PEACE
CORPS

FORMER VOLUNTEER REUNION:
Wed., Mar. 18, 7:30 pm
Ramada Inn, 2360 University Drive
INFORMATION
TABLE:
Mar.17 ..18 SUB Lobby, 9 ani ..2 pm
INTERVIEWS:
Mar-.19 ..20
Sign upin advance,
Career & Financial Services,
. Admin. Bldg, Rm 117
FILM & SEMINAR:
Mar .. 18, 'N oon T~ton·Ro()m~ SUB

.'

415 So.9th St.•
trn.....

.,''=''r-"

:Boise,Idaho'.

336-3120

$

LORA YNE'S
~~~~'!!!!!!.~"'\'r'lIl"~\
CO"Jltl'~' Swing Inst ....ction

Get into the Swing with
4 two-hour lessons'
FREE beer, wine and soft drinks

Sign u,p toniglit at Whiskey River
...
or call 34Z-5Z5S ~
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-GAME ROOM
open 11:00 to 11:00 '
Next to the Vista Theat4tf
W atc~for Spring DreakSpeclal
Latest· Video O.ld Favorlt.sClasslc - Pins.
'.770Ylsta
343-8939

-

..

TUNE-UP SPECIALISTS

Discount
Your
1001. 10 With

Propane Convenlolll

BROADWAY SERVICE CENTER
-

BSU STUDENT ID

2069 Broadway'

Boise, Idaho 83706
PHONE (208) 343-4297

At Broadway Tunex
,'1: •.

"I>

".C.'

* Ignition
* Carburetion *
* Elietrical
* Emmision Control *
* Air Conditioning
Written-Guarentee

Dungeons· &
:Dragons'
Our,
Reg. - Price

v 'Player&' Handbook .•.•.•.••••...:.

v
v
v

Monster Manual
Dungeon Master Guide
Dice Sets •••••••••,....................

12.00
10.00
12 ..00" 10.00
15.00
12.00

3.953.00

All 0&0, runquest, traveler, etc., supplies are sold at
10-20% Off of retail.
If we don't have it. we can get it in within seven days

Available At

MELLO'S DRIVE IN
1302, 5.· Orchard
Mot;'l.-Sat.: 10:30-10:30 • Sun. 1~-7

.....

'ME.£1
YOUR
HDIDATE
ASDSU SPONSORS 3td A.NNUAL FORUM -

fOR PRESIDENTIAL
AND VICE~PI\ESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES

2:30pm
i2 -MARCH, 198 i
DO,ISE.ANLOUNGE SUD
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WOMEN.,ExCELL
showing, coming .very·close to qualifying
for nationals when Osburn,Osburn,Diane
Doddaand Ann Damiano cut over 14
seconds off the old meet record with a
4:00.64 clocking.' .
'Other noteworthy performances in the
sprint events included a 58.524QO'meterrun
by.·.Karma Osburn, .breaking. teammate
Damiano's record of 60.8, and another
record in the 100meter hurdles, set by Teri
Meece,in 16.03.
,The BSU'women are cornlng on in the
distance events as well as sprints if their
weekend showings are any indication.' In '
addition to Kenworthy's long run, Ciridy
Crow ran her own race .all the way to finish
5000meters in a record-breaking 18:37.69,
and Jody Aronson stole 1500meter honors
.in 4:51.91, about 53 seconds off the old
mark..

DANA MARCELLUS

,,\

Highlighted by ten broken records, eight
set by Broncos, and national qualifying
times by Kathy Kenworthy in the 3000 ,
meter run and the 4x.110relay, the BSU
women's track team' began the outdoor
season with a bang in the BSU All-Comers
Meet last Saturday. .
•
Participants from the College of
Southern Idaho and Ricks College as well
as' high school and unattached athletes
competed against the Broncos in - the
unscored meet in Bronco Stadium.
Setting a school record besides giving her
a bid tothe AlAW national meet in May,
Kenworthy's fast-paced 3000 meter time of
10:11.42,five seconds off her 1980record,
stole the show' from a cast of outstanding
performers. Kenworthy cut nine seconds
off the minimum qualifying time.After a false start, the 4 x 110, relay
In the field events Kim Carroll came
provedan excellent race for' the team of through as expectedwith a newmeet record
. Karen Osburn, Connie Taylor, Val Dworak in the high jump, rolling over the bar for a
and Karma Osburn as they ticked off a 48.6 5'4" mark while Lonnie Larson tossed a
time to also qualify for nationals, easily javelin 117'10", passing the old record by
showing up the old record of 52.31 set in over five feet.
1979.The CSI team ran a not-so-distant"
-The Bronco women face their next home
second while the BSU Band C teams 'competition Marth 21 when Oregon State
trailed.
and Idaho State travel to Bronco Stadium
The mile relay team also made a strong for a triangular meet.

TRACK IN. FRESNO
DANAMARCELLUS

fifth in the 1500 meters in 4:10.04.
Outstanding performances in the AllComing off a weekend of three meet Comers meetjncluded Kenrick Camerud
records in the BSU All-Comers Meet, the runninga smooth 400 meter sprint to take
Bronco men's track and field team heads the record in 47.69 while Howard Conley
south this weekendto strut their stuff in the pacedhimself'.to a record-breaking 3:54.8
Fresno Invitational at Fresno State March clocking in the 1500 meter run, Kent
14 at l la.m. PST.
Newman pushed himself to set a new mark
Ed Jacoby, BSUhead coach, expects to of 9:03.08 in the much longer 3000 meters.
take a team of 20 athletes to face the
"I was pleased with Greg Hall and Genc
California competition. Hit by numerous ' Stone with their performances coming off
early season injuries, he can only hope to injuries,"
Jacoby said.
"Kenrick
keep his team intact until the meet.,
(Camerud) and Howard (Conley), did
Jacoby said, "We are starting to get a extremely well."
few people healthy again and with a little
The Bronco coach added, "We had an
luck could get some strong performances in opportunity to get out and get a few things
Fresno."
,
.done, but we were not productive. We were
Two injured tracksters back in the lineup particularly unproductive in the field
are Greg Hall and Gene Stone. Both had events."
fair showings last weekend as Hall placed
The Broncos will compete at home again
second in the 800 meter run with a 1:59.77 April 4 against the University of Montana"
time whileStone finished with a respectable Grizzlies.

REGIONALS WARMUP

NETTERS ·BATTLE
DON RETHWISCH

State at 10 am and 2:30 pm respectively.
"Montana State had a very strong team
Boise State's women's tennis squad last year and it should be a very good test
opened their 1981 season by winning one for the girls," Boyles said. Bronco women
and losing two at the Puget Sound tennis fans can only look ahead with
Invitational Tennis Tournament held last optimism after already winning as many
weekend in Eugene, Oregon, while the matches as last year,and the season has just
men's team split matches in Utah.
begun.
In the opening. women's, match BSU
Meanwhile, the -men's squad split two
faced a strong Puget Sound team. "They matches in Utah last week setting their
are a very fine team this year and we record at 8-3. BSU beat Utah State and lost
weren't able to score many games against to Utah.
them," .commented head coach Jean
Doubles leaders Steve Appleton and
Boyles.The final score was 9~,in favor of Eddie Perkins lead the Broncos on their
Puget Sound.
way to capturing all the doubles matches
Friday's second match placed BoiseS~ate· and Kris Nord, Chris Langdon, and Mike
against Central Washington University. Machado all won decisive vietories to give
The Bronco women were victorious.in four the Broncos a 6-3 win over Utah State
of the' singles matches and one doubles March 3.:
,
match. to win 5-4. Collecting two-set
Head' coach Bus Conner praised
victories were freshman Lisa Davis, 6-1, . Appleton, Nord and John Click as they
6-4; and senior Sue Servick, 6-1; 6-1. The won matches and have been improving
top doubles team of Servick and Patrice. most rapidly.
'Reimer defeated their. opponents 6-3,6-3.
The Broncos' next stop was Salt Lake
Saturday brought the Broncos to test City, where they lost 9-0 to nationally
University of British Columbia. Here Boise 18th-ranked Utah. Connor admitted,
State fell, to the Canadians 6-3. The "They were as tough as their ranking
Broncos showed excellent depth as their implies."
fifth and sixth players Debbie Berg and
This weekend the Broncos will host their
Maridith Gourley won their. matches. first tournament on their new tennis courts.
Reimer and Servick won their second match Washington State, Idaho State, and the
6-2 ~.
' ..College
of.Idaho will all participatein a
Boyles poirited out, "This was our first quadrangular. This will 8ive the Broncos
contest of the season, and we.were.stilla bit look at. the C of I, who they will. face
rusty, but our next mee~ won't be-for a Monday, .in a dual match atCal~w~ll.
couple of weeks so that gives us.some nme
F~llo~mg that. the squad·, wdl go to
to sharpenup."
."
.
Cahforrua to face Santa C!ara,. West
That match will be the first home meet Valley,and St. Mtuys before gomg to Reno
,hostiftg Mont,ana State)It 2:00 on the new to parti~ipate in two tourna~ents which
BSUcourts .•. The f 31' )W!ngweek the should gIvethe men some expclrIencebefore
Broncos willtravel to Oie~\Utah, toCace . the~ivisio.n.playoffs slated April 23-25,
Big Skyoppopents' W~l~r~tat~ ~n~ lJtah here m BOIse.
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Shalagh Astor was the Broncos' top balance beam competitor, with .an 8.35
performance in' what coach Jackie Carringerfeltwas BSU's least' impressive overall
event last Saturday. .
..
.
.
Linda McDougall

BUD HUMPHREY
With two weeks left before regional
competition, .Jackie Carringer isn't much
·concerned.that her BSU gymnastics didn't
find top form in every event last Saturday.
"I would have worried," Carringer said,
"if they had put it all together Saturday."
Improvement, she explained, would be
harder to accomplish.
.As it was, last Staurday's meet not only
yielded food for thought in advance of the
March' 20-21 Northwest Collegiate
Women's Sports Association (Division II)
Regionals in Seattle but as well produced
the Broncos' usual high-point performance
as they came in second to Utah State in a
triangular meet in Bronco Gym.
Utah State claimed .138.25 points to
Boise State's..131.45 and ,Seattle-Pacific's
123.85.
The Aggies, led by Australian national
team member Wanita Lynch, walked away
with the meet, showing strongest in the
vaults' arid in their spectacular floor
exercises. The tall, poised Lynch won aU
'the events, scoring 9.35 in the' uneven
parallel bars, and 36.35 out of· a possible
,all-around 40.
On those same bars, the Broncos'

strongest event, Sophomore Mary Howard
set a school record with an 8.95
performance and paced herself to a 33.75
all-around score. Howard :was followed
closely by soph Kelly Parker arid junior
CecilyCorder to dominate the bars.
Possibly because they followed Utah
State's floor show, according to Carringer
BSU "did equally as well on floor exercises
(as on the bars). They didn't score as well,
though they hit their tricks as well."
Parker and Martha Howard showed the
epitome of the Broncos'preparation for
regionals-"daring and more difficult floor
moves and sequences attempted and often
accomplished, with an occasional stumble
or loss of rhythn...
"I'm not upset by' that type of
mistakes," Carringer said. "They were
new, difficult moves, and when you work
on new difficulty, youmake mistakes."
Competition. against -a "good, strong
team" such as Utah State helped BStJ to'
keep its standards high, and augmented the
team's strict daily practice schedule.
If the Broncos are successful in Seattle,
they will travel to the AlAW Nationals in
Williamsburg, VA. Currently, the Broncos
top Division II of the AlA W in average
team scoring.

WRESTLERS HEAD EAST
James Williams, Homer Lord, Bill
Braseth and Harold Wittman will travel to
Princeton, New Jersey to compete in the
NCAA Wrestling Championships on the
Princeton University Campus .. The-tournament will get under way Thursday, Mar.
12 and continue through Saturday Mar.
14. The finals will be held on Saturday
evening.
,
All. four Broncos won their respective
.weight classes at the recent Big Sky
Conference Championships. Williams took
the 134pound class and finished the season
with a sparkling ~5-1record forthe season.
Williams injured his shoulder over the
weekendwhile lifting weights and may be
.doubtful for the trip.
Lord,a
transfer from North Idaho
Junior College won the 167 pound.weight
class in a convincing manner with a first
period pin. Lord firtishe the season with a.
16-7 record,· including a 5-0 conference
record.
..
, ,.
.; Braseth, the only senior of the four,
qualified for the NCAA's for the third
straillht year by:winnirig' the 177 pound

'"1:;':'''''
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.:.>, ",. ... ;:..:..•..,:, .....:-:.: :;- .. ,: .... " .."

weight class. With the Big Sky Title, he
became only the sixth wrestler .in
conference history to win three consecutive
championships. He also has the honor of
being -the only Bronco ever to be a three
time individual champion. Brasethcompiled a 24-4 record in 1981 arid was also
undefeatedill conference action with a 8~
record. In addition, he led the Broncos with
five falls.
Young corisiders Williams to be the best
all-around-athlete
on the team. Wittman
won' the title at 190 pounds. In 1980 he
finished in second place. Wittman also had
an outstanding year for BSU with a 24-4.
record overall.
He also had an
unblemished 5~ record in conference
action,"

.

.

In the past the Broncos have not had ,a lot'
of success at the NCAA finals, but Young
finnly believesthat\vith a little luck one of
the13roncos: could place, The .leading
. candidate for a top finish would be Braseth
with his experience and unorthodox style
ofwrestlim~ according ,to Young.
.'
,
. ~C:c!'l}tinl!ed.
tOp'~ge.J If

RECRI.JITING
KARL KNAPP
College athletic recruiting, I think, is essentially a matter of
priorities--winning comes first, the best athletes go to the best teams,
and co aches always try to draw the finest athletes to their schools.
There are, of course, exceptions to this principle, but generally that is
the way it works.
. ",
'
It logically follows, then, that the best athletes will go to those
schools that have "winning traditions," middle-of-the-road athletes
willi go to 'middle-of-t~e-road
athletic programs; and so on. The
strong get stronger, the weak remain weaker, and the status quo is
maintained in college athletics.
'
Not everyone understands this. I read an editorial that appeared in
the sports section of The Statesman the. other, day maintaining that
Idaho universities should recruit Idaho high school athletes rather
than go out-of-state to recruit.
The gist.of the arguement was that since Idaho universities spend
the majority of their money recruiting out-of-state athletes, in-state
athletes are deprived of those scholarships that otherwise would have
gone to them. However, the editorial did point out that this situation
is changing, as its writer was happy to see a sizeable number of Idaho
athletes will be playing football within the state this coming year.
That more Idaho-bred athletes will be playing for Idaho universities
next year is true, but there is a simple reason why there haven't been
more playing for state schools in thepast--until this year , not all Idaho
schools had been winning.
It all comes back to the simple logic of college athletic recruiting-the
best athletes will go to the best schoola and so on down the line'.
The fact of the matter here in Idaho was that the very best high
school athletes were going to out-of-state schools because that was
where the competitive programs were. Consequently, in order for the
Idaho schools to maintain competitive programs, recruiting had tobe
done out-of-state.
Those that chose otherwise, suffered ' the
consequences.
But recruiting-wise, Idaho's resources are limited to begin with. It is
'only natural that a certain number of blue-chip high school athletes
are going to attend out-of-state univeristies,' Futhermore,
it is
impossible for three universities in a state the size of Idaho to avoid
out-of-state recruiting and still remain competitive.
Because 'Boise State's football program has been a traditionally
strong one, the school has experienced a reasonable amount of suecess
in attracting .Idaho's elite high school athletes in recent years. By
contrast, football programs at Idaho and Idaho State have been until
this year generally unsuccessful at drawing home-state players to their
respective schools,
Needless to say, Idaho and Idaho State had sported losing records
for many years running until both schools turned their programs
completely around this season.
'
, The result of all this? More Idaho players remaining in Idaho, of
course. With the improvement of the football pro~,rams at Idaho and
Idaho State and Boise State's national championship,
in-state
recruiting will undoubtedly prosper.
However, Idaho high school athletes will continue to leave the state
and Idaho universities will continue to recruit out-of-state. The
numbers may change somewhat, but the practices will remain the
same-It's the logic of college athletic recruiting.
'
Editorial note to the Statesman:
.
You've done better in the past, or I wouldn't bug you about it.
However, in the March S issue of your daily, University of Idaho and
eastern Idaho high school. basketball were splashed all over the front
page. This is ok, as far as it goes. But when two women's track
competitors qualify for nationals their first time outdoors, and a
nationally top-rated gymnastics squad sets school records right before
a regional qualifying meet-vall these from BSU--don't they deserve a
little better than middle-of-page placement on page 7?!?
Yours for at least a pretense of equity,

The Bronco women's

basket-

ballteani ended the season on an
upnote last weekend when they
trounced the Eastern Washington
Eagles 59-47 Friday and sneaked
by the Washington State Cougars
58-54 in overtime.
The two victories end a BSU
10-ganie losing streak as well as
the season since the Broncos
cannot advance to the regional
playoffs with their 8-19 overall
record and 3-9 conference mark.
Regardless of the losses, both
Washington teams will advance to
the Northwest Basketball League
playoffs, joined by Oregon State,
Washington; Oregon, the coast
division champ, and Montana,
mountain division leader.
The game against the Eagles
offered the Broncos opportunity
to show some scoring depth as
three BSU players finished in
double figures. Karla Meier hit
18, guard Cheron Moyle tossed 12 '
through the hoop' and Connie
Sandland contributed 10. Meier
and Sandi and shared rebounding
honors with each making 12.
As expected, Jeanne Eggart,
WSU all~leaguer, led scoring
efforts in the Saturday game,
«Continued to page 18

Connie Sandland drives past an Eastern Washington
enroute to a frustration--breaker 59-47 victory.

defender
Brad Eells

GOLF OPENSSUNDA
With three solid returnees,
Boise State's golf team will be
rebuilding in i981, but should be
more competitive than they were
in 1980.' An increase' in depth,
which is critical, will allow BSU to
be more competitive this year.
The Broncos open this spring's
campaign against Washington
State University this Sunday on
the Warm Springs Golf Course at
9 am.
"The only way that we can
compare WSU and ourselves is by
our finishes last year in the
University of 'Idaho Invitational,
where, they finished only 10
strokes ahead of us after· 54
holes," said head coach Lyman
Gallup. 'il expect a very close
match. I believe we could win it."
The . Broncos will be going
through qualifying' rounds the
remainder of this week in order to
find their top six players for the
match.
After
54 holes· .of

Qualifying Rod Skyles leads the
Bronco
golfers,
while
Jay
Yasumiishi. Ron Rawls, Rusty
Martensen,
Rob Ellis, Brian
Williams, Brian Delavan and Jess
Haldeman are not far behind.
In:,addition, three early tournaments in Portland, Corvallis
and Reno will provide a good'
indication as to how the team will
do on unfamiliar golf courses.
Gallup feels his team will gain
valuable experience in these first
few tournaments against competition he rates as stronger than any
of the teams BSU will face later in
the season.
BSU's performance while hosting the Bronco Intercollegiate
Tournament AprillO-ll should
provide a basis for comparing this
year's team with last year's team.
With afew breaks, the Broncos
could be a contender for the team
title in its own tournament.

Weber State must be considered
the conference favorite again this
year, especially since the conference' championships will be in
Ogden, UT. The Wildcats are
good and they have great depth,
while Nevada-Reno looks like the
best competition Weber State will
have. BSU, along with the rest of
the conference schools, .will have
to work hard to contend with
UNR and Weber State. With a
solid performance from all of it's
team members, BSU hopes to
place above the middle of the
pack during the Big Sky Championships.
Rawls leads a triumvirate of
, returning lettermen from 1980 that
includes Skyles and Martensen.:
With those three at the spearhead,
Gallup said the Bronco golfers
"did better in team scores" in
three fall tournaments than they
had last spring.
."
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FRIDA-YTHE 13th
PARTY
.
25<DI\AFT 7-iO

'The University Gnu
is listening for
Hot tips: 385~1464

ASBSU should be ~
like a business corporation.
students as the. slocKhoklers. .. ,...
a government bureaucracy where students are just
taxpayers ...
lEFTEROFF con do the Job
Qualifications
:
.
, 'Secur'
. NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
Registered RcpresentatlVe,tIl:
10':5" Sl:<:U'JTIf.> ~w.s
Member National ASSOCiation'of Ltfe. Undt;rwnters
Member. National Association of Accountants
Director of. Business Relations ABACUS 1<XIJUllTINO cUJ1l
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Not
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College Re.~tub~cans .
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.
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ST.PA. T~ICK'S DAY' PARTY
Marctli7th
25CDR.A.FT .
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SPORTS
SHORTS
With a little support this time, it
may work: the Intramurals Office
will sponsor a soccer league in
addition to co-ed softball this
spring, according to Intramurals
Director'Ross Vaughn. Sign-ups
and rosters' for both sports are due
in the 1M office, Ag-I02, by 5
p.m., Wednesday,
March 18.
Competition starts after Spring
break.
Softball teams must consist of
at least ten players, five male and
five female. Soccer will compete
with l I-person teams.
.
If there's enough participation
in soccer, games will generally be
played about 4:30 p.rn., Monday
through Thursday, while softball
will be played later, around 5:30

WAREHOUSE
10400 Overland Rd.
5. Mile Plaza

COMPLETE BICYCLE
OVERHAUL

$24.95

.

Good Thru the End of March.
We Also Carry the Miyata &
Pcnosonic Bicycle

376-9240

p.rn,

Intramural
soccer had been
offered once before, but didn't
quite catch on then, Vaughn
added.
In the meantime, you can take
in the last official basketball' and
volleyball on campus this week.
1M basketballchllmpionships
will
be held in the gym Thursday at 7
p.m., and volleyball final will be
in the. gym Monday at 7 p.m,
For further information about
these .and other exciting' intramural activities, contact the 1M
office, ~G"102, 385-1131- .

,

.

WRESTLIN,G
16'" .'
-Continued jrohzp~ge

.•.·~r;tseth,makes'grea.t; llseof~his
legs a wrestling match: Once he
gets control of an opponent
following a. takedown, he wraps
his legs around his opponents
mid-section and has been able to
perfect ;: a, number of pinning
combinations from-this position,
"With his" unique style of
wrestling,
plus his renewed
confidence in his ability to take
down an opponent, Braseth could
be a factor at the NCAA'!!," said
Young.
Both Lord and Wittman have
good chances of winning some
matches
at the tournament,
Young said ..
"Homer. (Lord) is so strong,
but is weak iIi his takedowns,"
said Young. "Wittman could also
do well at the tournament because
he is such a talented wrestler.
When he does something, he just
explodes, I guess you would call
him a wild wrestler."

in

BASKETBALL
«Continuedfrom page l7
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COLUMBIA PlcrURES PRESENTS
A MARTIN RANSOHOFF PRODUcnON

. A RALPH BAKSHI FILM
@j1~~~~~

.!'AMERICAN. POP"
, Written by RONNI KERN Executive Producer RICHARD ST.)OHNS .
Produced by MARTIN IW-1S0H~ff.~·
RALPHBAKSHI Directed by RALPH BAKSHI
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Opening a.tSe.¢ct¢9'I'heatr~sN earYou,

.

dropping in 22 'points, two at the
bUzze'1'totie the game 52-52 at the
end of regulation play.
However,
Meier and Jodi'
Osborn field goals added to two
Moyle free throws clinched the
game for the Broncos in overtime.
Sandland and Meier traded
roles for the night as Sandland
was the BSU high scorer with 16
points while Meier.' concentrated
on defense, pulling down 10
rebounds before the game's end.
,Meier, recently named to the
Big Sky Conference team,tops
out team statistics With 15.9
points per game and .an 8.6
rebound average. Meier's aggressive play also gave her the most
steals, with 800n the season and a
~.O game average.
.
Freshmen Moyle and Sandland,
who learned to play team ball this
season, trailed Meier with 7.5 and
8.6 points per game, respectively.
SandIand
also showed
some
knowledge of defense this season,
pulling down an average of 6.4
rebounds while Karen Scriver hit
the .boardsfor
.an average 6.3
rebounds per game.
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Jim, Davis

GARFtELDTMBy

, WHO KNOWS
WHE.RE.THAT MOU5E'
HA55E:E.N?

CATCH 1'HAf' Mouse,

GAf\Fle,LD!

(f),~el

;g,l-£'

~(21FFIT~

~\JT%I"'YCAUTlot.I~
IJ~ WITt'
LV ONE Of T1iE MAJoR tESSONS
Of THE Nl11'-S'o-PtSTAHT fIImES.·

glasses w/grey case, gray mllleDs,. white
mlttens, blue glove, light brown gloves
black glove, brown and tan glove; childs
red glove, white glove, blue ski hal, greeii
army cap, white ski hal, tan down .vest,
'orange and yellow down vest, dissecting
kit, blue down coat, blue sweater, blue
down vest, maroon sweat jackel, white
scarf, Ian hat, blue sweat Jackel, tan
'courderoy
jacket, maroon stretch panlJ
psychedcllc disco shirt; metal clipboard,
many notebooks
BOOKS:, Trw; of N.
Amerk», Fund. of speech-Comm.
The
Good Times Songbook, , Techniques '&:
Materials of Tonal Music, Music Sources. '
,Condenstd
Readers Dlgist.
English
Gfflmmar, Applied Fletlt~, MatheltU1tks,
Computers In Business, They lived IIkethls,' •
in Ancient Pem. ContempolJUY Polltleol
idealogies, Principles of MicroeConomics,
Fundamentals of FTruznclal:Acwuntlnl1,
" ,Macroeconoflllcs, The Human Transaction
Bitter Lemons, Cruclallsrues In Education,
Regents English WorkbOOk, essential
Idioms In English Engllsli

Mbcdlaacoao

SPECf ACULAR MOVING SALE
Furniture,
skils, boots, 35inril camera,
clolhing, art supplies, drawings, records,
stereo equipment, lots of deals 120 Warm
Springs Sat. March 14, 30-3.
'7\ DalsWl 20,000 miles Rebuilt engine.
Good tires 34mpg $1195.00 344-5704.
Super 8 ProJeetor2000H
NeW Condition.
Never Before Uicd 1S0.00 or best offer.
Dave B. 385-3663 or 34Z-4827.

, PmolUl1s

GEM STATE SINGLES
LCgitirnale referrals for ladies & gentlemen.
LADlES
mosl WELCOME
to help
BALANCE the club. CLOSED WEEKENDS.
375-7432,375·5306
, Overseas JobS - Summer/year
rOWlI!.'
'Europc, S. America., Aooralia, Asia. All
fields. $500-$1700 monthly. Sightseeing.
, Free info. Wrile lJC Box 52-lDl Corona
Mar, CA 92625.
,,l.Gat aad'Foaad

IDcl

Yellow Juliette radio, black umbrella,
ID's and mealcards, Caravclle Men's watch
'wire frame gil!Sses, wcstclox ,woman's
watch, small ruler, ,com.!>inatlon lock, keys,

m.

0,

Happy Birt1i

y Mike - from 'your roomie

da

im c1asslfieds are available to the public e~ch Wednesday for pri,nting everythingfronl
your sassy personnels to blurbs aboutselbng'yourAunt
Martha s trombone.
Costs only 5 cents a word in advance, like the I.R.S., to get yourscintiUating wit into;,.
dazzling black and white.. '
'
'.'
. ," .. . "
Just JOgon down to the BSU SUB Information Center before Friday at five and you can
buy your place in print; If you~re a little flabby just use this handy coupon, butplease ~on't

G

forget th'e coinage.
Name:
1II;.;.::~~
.:A~d::;d::r.::es::s.:.:
Phone:
1I;~=:,,-

'

....,..

------1he

~~.:--.-------------classifieds
"';"---~---"""'-"-"""'--"""'~Boise,ldaho&372S

Mail To: "',

University
News

1910 University Drive

Please print clearly.

Howdy doOdy.Wel1
I hate . to
disappoint all you fans of The Ace, but the
big fella called in sick this week, leaving the
column to' me, A;C. "Full Coverage"
Jones. The Acer.s<allyisn't so much sick as
heis just tired out from fighting for truth,
justice, and freedom of the press; and also
from all the drinking he's had to do the last
week to maintain his composure in the face
of terrible peril. Ace should be back next
week to continue his on-going epic and
wants me to assure both his fans that all is
well andto equivocally state that the CIA
had nothing to do with Ace being gone this
.week.
As you might have guessed from my
"nick name" I'min the insurance bUsiness.
In fact, I got to know the old Ace when I
sold him a policy for auto insurance back in
1974. I remember The Ace told me that I
was the only insurance agent in the state
that would insure someone after they had
been cited for drunk driving 17 times .. But
that's our motto at the Full Coverage
Agency: "No premium is too bighforFul1
Coverage Insurance." Of course I'm sure
you folks don't want to be bored about the
insurance business, and since I don't have
any exciting stories about airplanes like The
Ace, I thought I'd. tell a golfingJcike?
Everyone likes golfing jokes: Here goes. It
seems this golfer teed up and slicedhisdrive
clean out. of bounds onto the. highway
where it hit this car causing it to swerve into
the path of an on coming semi-truck ...
Hi folks, this is The Ace. When 1 got
word that "Full Coverage" was telling golf
jokes in my column I jumped out of bed
and raced down to save my reputation. I
must have been out of my head to ask that
turkey to takeover for me, but lhad gone
all the way through my address book and
he was the only person I could get to do it. I
got rid of him by telling him that M81'lin
Perkins was wrestling with a tree squirrel
out in the front yard; so I have to finish the
column quick before he. figures out l'was
lying and comes back to tell the
of the
golf joke.
O.K. let's see what he has written so.far.
Hmmm, hmmm, "CIA,"
hmmm, "17
times," hmmm, hmmm, "semi-truck."
Well I guess that about fills up the column,
so here goes the contest. If you 'can tell the
outstanding secretary at The News the
name of the actor who played a character
sometimes known as "Grasshopper"
in a
T. V. series of the. early seventies; you will
win a ticket to Lumiere, thiS week's'SPB
movie. Wliile,they}ast.
'..',
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ATMI.ETIC··SM()ES
JOGGING •• TENNIS • BASKETBALL _YOUTHS
8 STYLES TO CHOOSE FROM....

A COMPLETE
.RANGE OF SIZES,' IN ALL STYLES I

SAVE

NIKE'S
REGULAR'
PRICESl

25 % OFF

Nlke's sHghtcosmetfc

blems, such as a blurred name imprint,
excess glue or scratched rubber trtrn wfll not affect the wear or
performance of the shoe, but sfmply means" BIG SAVI NGS" for
youl All of the Nfke footwear fs fUlly guaranteedl

2788

1688

'''LADY OCEANIA"
"WI,MBLEDON" MEN'S
LEATHER TENNIS SHOES ~YLON JOGGING SHOES
Reg.~
Reg.~
Sturdy full grai'n leather Long.-Iasti"ng rfpple soles,
nylon
mesh
uppers, ,sure-grfppfng ,rfpple ventilated
uppers.
In
tanlbrown;siz63
soles, Sizes 4-14. #27000.
4-10.'#21785.
' :
,~,

:--~IUJJ~r

1995

. ",

MEN'S rcSBIU~'NYLON
JOG,,G~~,.,St:',OES,
#11680.
Reg.,~'
SIZes4-14.
Qasfgnec;lto go the distanceIlg~tweight ..nylon ,mesh'
uppers,,In whHAI nayy;

, ,

,,"

"

Ao.

1295

':":::-':.=--:-.-:-k

-=.-;:=:--

YOUTH'S"WALLY
YOUTH'S"OLLIE'
,,',','
"',
,,"
WAFFLE"
NYLO,N 1688 OCEANIA'
NYLON '•.' 88 YOUTH S CURTCANVAS
JOGGING SHOES,#21010. JOGGING SHOES
16, CANVAS COURT.SHOES. '
Nylon mesh uppers, sueae Reg.~
##21060. ,
Reg.~"
"
",
leather reinforcement" waffle L1ghtwefght ripple soles, ,RUbber toe, .-can~as,uppers '
soles. In ,blue/gre,en;youth'snylon
and suede. leather' W~IJongw~nngnp'plesole~~
SIZes8 toboY'S7,.Aeg,~'~.uppe,
rS',youth'sslze8tobOy's7
• ~IZes8to
«: te/,rOyal'~,I"U~! YO,uth.S
. ,. " "
",'
, ,"
" '.
,boy s, size7.
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cCOPfRIGKT' ~·LSfORT.
CENTERS .,1\181"
",.
'~ CORNERO;:.HFA1RVIEW&C,URTIS
, CORNER,Of,'3rd &
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